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ABSTRACT
The Relationship of Kung-Fu Movie Viewing to Acculturation
Among Chinese-American Men
September 1985
Henry Jung,
M. Ed.,

B. A., University of Massachusetts

Boston State College, Ed.D., University of Massachusetts
Directed by:

Professor Ena Nuttall-Vazquez, Ed.D

The goal of this study was to analyze the stress im¬
posed on the Chinese-American male and some of his coping
mechanisms in terms of maintaining certain cultural values
while at the same time adjusting to the demands of the major¬
ity society.

The relationship between kung-fu movie viewing

and levels of acculturation was the focus for this study.
The population studied in this research consisted of 57
Chinese-American men between the ages of 15 to 47 who were
residents of the Greater Boston area,
and foreign-born.

including both U. S.

This was a sample of convenience and was

not meant to be representative of the geographical area.
The average age was 24.7 with a standard deviation of 7.38.
The average length of stay in the U. S. was 135-6 months with
a standard deviation of 126.75.
U. S.

Of the subjects 35.If* were

born while 22.8$ were married.

Of the subjects again,

52.5$ had post-secondary education and 40.4$ had an annual

v

income of under $3»000 (1982).

In addition 80% reported cur¬

rent school attendance, while 59$ indicated full or part-time
employment.
The literature on etiological factors related to various
stereotypes,

sex-role conflicts and ethnic identity patterns

was reviewed.
The subjects were administrated an 85-item questionnaire.
The questionnaire included a 30-item Chinese-American Ethnic
Identity Scale inventory developed in this study and used to
detemine the level of acculturation and assimilation.

Also

included was a 21-item Attitudes Toward Kung-Fu Movies in¬
ventory used to determine the level of affective regard for
kung-fu movies.
The results of these inventories were used to develop
a profile of the high or low frequency kung-fu movie viewer

(high meaning once a month or more while low meaning less
than once a month in terms of movie-viewing behavior).
Furthermore, comparisons between the frequency of occurence
of kung-fu movie viewing behavior and demographical data
were also conducted.
The profile that emerged from the data indicated that
the high frequency kung-fu movie viewer typically is relative

ly young, late teens to early thirties, United States-born
or recent arrival, has strong English fluency, has post¬
secondary schooling and probably has adequate leisure time
or discretionary income to view kung-fu movies at least once

vi

a month or more.

By contrast, the low kung-fu movie

viewer appears to he older, more socially established,
speaks less English and has more serious economic and
family commitments as well as less education.
Based on the present data there appears to be some
evidence to support the hypothesis that there exists a
strong relationship between the role of kung-fu movie and
level of acculturation among Chinese-American males.
Surprisingly,

despite high levels of acculturation among

many of these men,

the strong traditional Chinese values

expressed in these movies still exert a powerful appeal.
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CHAPTER

I

BACKGROUND OF THE RESEARCH

Introduction
There is a dearth of research on the self-image and
mental health of the Chinese-American male (Doi, Lin &
Vohra-Sahu,

1981) .

The number of well-researched and doc¬

umented studies on Chinese-American men are rather limited
(Morishima,

1979).

However with the increase in the native

born Chinese-American population as well as a massive influx
of refugees and immigrants from China, Taiwan, Hong Kong and
other parts of Southeast Asia in the last twenty years it
is imperative that more substantial research on the ability
and willingness of the Chinese-American population to be assim¬
ilated into the mainstream white-dominated population be con¬
ducted .
The question of acculturation or assimilation is a
rather complex issue.

The conventional "melting pot" rhet¬

oric originally directed toward the European immigrants during
the late 19th century may he highly inappropriate for late
th century Chinese-Americans

20

nationalism,

(Kwong,

racial discrimination,

1979).

Ethnic

negative stereotyping,

linguistic barriers and cultural self-discrimination would
appear to be incompatible with the ideology of "melting pot"
homogeneity (Fong,

1973)*

1
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Adjustments to the social mores and norms of the majority
white population can be extremely stressful for the minority
Chinese-American population,

and this may be particularly

difficult for the Chinese-American male since he has been
traditionally expected by his parents and relative to trans¬
mit the values of his clan family and village society to
a white-dominated society in a more modern environment
(Sue & Morishima,

1982).

The goal of this study is to analyze the stress experienced
by the Chinese-American male and some of his coping mechanisms
and attempts to maintain certain traditional values while at
the same time deal with acculturation issues.

In this case

we will examine the role of Chinese kung-fu movie-viewing and
acculturation.

The results of this study will be of great

value for mental health workers,

social service providers and

educators that work with Chinese-American males.
Statement of the Problem
The psycho-cultural effects of the mass media
racial-ethnic minority can be profound (Larsen,
Black psychologists like Pouissant,

on a

1968).

Nobles and Mosby

have done extensive research on the self-identity and cultural
assimilation of American blacks

(Jones,

1972).

The findings

of these black researchers would appear to agree with those
of Chinese-American psychologists Sue and Sue (1973)
Tong

(1971)

anci

in that the development of an ethnic minority
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personality occurs primarily through cultural influences
found in American society,

though specific interpretations

may vary considerably (Tong,

1972).

This culture-determined

approach is contrasted with the individualistic one which
maintains that the individual creates and shapes his or
her cultural environment

(Sue & Morishima,

1982).

These socio-cultural influences which are dominated by
the American mainstream media and educational system appear
to deny and suppress the potentially positive elements of the
minority person's personality and ethnic sub-culture thus
rendering the minority person vulnerable to escapism,
ions,

violent fantasies and mass consumerism (Kwong,

addict¬
1979).

For Chinese-Americans, Chinese martial arts culture
(the practice of traditional unarmed and armed fighting
skills)

offer a form of cultural self-determination within

the white mainstream society.

For Chinese-American men,

kung fu (as Chinese martial arts are commonly known) provides an
important instruments which daily revive the competitive
drives that many Chinese-American men may need to fend off
anxieties about the kind of masculinity he has to emulate,
especially for the young.

At the same time,

can be viewed as "liberating"

kung-fu culture

in that popular elements of

Chinese culture are viewed as positive

,

such as deep

family loyalty or the willingness to use physical force to
right wrongs.

One of the most popular expression of kung-fu

4

culture is through Hong Kong-made feature length action films
that feature heroes that use kung-fu skills to fight oppression
and tyranny.
For Chinese-American men,

the popularity of kung-fu ac¬

tion movies cross all ages and class lines,

as well as occupat-

itional ones as can be evidenced by their attendance at the
theaters which feature these movies as well as the purchase
of rental of video cassettes of the same.
By examining the attitudes and values which support kungfu movies,

we get a better understanding of the cultural back¬

ground of Chinese-American men and their struggle in integrat¬
ing into society while trying to maintain their ethnic identity
and pride

(Morishima & Sue,

1982).

In both reality and projective fantasy, Chinese-American
men are encouraged to find in these movies the experience of
success and dominance that may be lacking in their economic
and social life.

These movies provide vicarious experiences

that meet Chinese-American male needs for human-scale control
in a technologically advanced society.

These films can pro¬

vide a kind of "high" which serves to counteract those feelings
of weakness experienced as an ethnic minority man.
tally,

kung-fu in Cantonese means

"manly work"

Inciden¬

or "masculine

achievement" in the literal sense of the phrase.
In other words,

the preoccupation with viewing fantasy

violence and heroism like amphetamines can promote a short-
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term "high."
despair,
mines)

These films will surely not cure feelings of

worthlessness or depression (neither will ampheta¬

hut may keep them at bay,

keep them contained,

a while at least as a form of displacement,

for

transference

or sublimation.
Yet at the same time those movies provide the image of
Chinese masculinity that is heroic,
of white socio-economic domination:

romantic and independent
brave knight-errants

rescuing damsels in distress in feudal China,

courageous

vagabonds opposing cruel warlords or noble martial arts
masters providing leadership and moral guidance for wayward
youth.

This imagery is something Hollywood and Madison Avenue

does not readily offer the Chinese-American man in contemporary
society.
According to Stephenson and Debrix (1968):
Emotional response to films are often regarded critically.
But the cinema,
iences,

by enabling us to enjoy vicarious exper¬

provides an outlet,

even a means of sublimation,

for impulses which might be undesirable socially.

It

also forms a focusing point for dreams of wish-fulfill¬
ment,

dreams which may help people to bear the disappoint¬

ment and monotony of everyday life.

The opium of the

masses today is a compound of cinema and television,
not religion.

(p.

228)
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The Chinese-American male sex role
One of the first things a Chinese-American male learns
is to hide his emotions.

Indeed the major proscription of

the masculine role he learns concerns the taboo against being
vulnerable,
anger),

tender,

open, warm and emotional (except for

The traditional cultural values which reinforce

this rigid constraints against expressiveness will be dis¬
cussed in detail later in this section (Sue & Morishima,

1982).
It may be suggested that the development of the ability
to effectively hide these feelings is the major problem con¬
fronting Chinese-Ame,rican men in contemporary society.
he clears it successfuly,

If

he can go on to compete for the

rewards society has to offer, whether it be sub-cultural
Chinese-American society or mainstream white-dominated society.
If he shows a more expressive side his chances for success
in either arenas may diminish (Sue & Morishima,
In traditional Chinese culture,

age,

1982).

sex and generation¬

al status are basic determinants of role behavior in family
structures.

Ancestors and elders are viewed with great re¬

verence and respect.

The father is tradionally the head of

household and his authority is supreme.
of the son is to be a good son;
dutiful son.

In other words,

The primary duty

his obligation is to be a

a man's basic loyalty is to the
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family into which he is born.

The role of the females in the

family is that of obedience to males and the performance of
domestic duties.

Women are expected to marry,

helpers of their mother-in-law,
ially sons

(Sue & Morishima,

to become

and to bear children,

1982).

Traditional Chinese families are patriarchal,
and patrilocal.

espec¬

patrilineal

The father-son relationship is valued to en¬

sure continuation of the family life as stressed in the
teachings of Confucius.

The son is to take care of his

parents when they are old and to have many offsprings,
continue the family lineage.

to

The welfare and collectivity

of the family is of extreme importance.

Members of the

family are expected to repress behaviors and feelings to
further the welfare of the family and its reputation and honor.
The behavior of individual members of a family is expected to
reflect on the entire family (Sue,

197*0 •

in addition,

built

into the family relationships are strong values stressing
approaching problems indirectly and quietly,
ly (Sue & Frank,

rather than open¬

1980).

As the Chinese immigrants in America became progressively
exposed to the standards, mores and social values of the wider
society,
result,

assimilation and acculturation are frequently the
a process that is full of pain,

conflict,

especially between generations

causing much family
(Gee,

1976).
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In returning to the discussion of the contemporary
Chinese-American male, we can see why public displays of
emotion,

except for occasional anger, may lead to a swift

drop in a man's status.

By revealing painful emotions,

a

Chinese-American man demonstrates his low level of "masculin¬
ity."

He would be regarded as a "feminine" person.

opportunities for emotional outbursts are limited.

The
He may

cry at this mother's funeral or on the occasion of some
significant life success,
advancement.

such as a major busines or career

Superficial expressiveness however is the

norm (Fong & Peskin,

1973).

Thus martial and family in¬

timacy tned to suffer (Goldberg,

1976).

Next to proving that one is not at all "feminine"--work
success and status are the fundamental elements of the
Chinese-American male role.

Work success and how it re¬

flects upon one's family has historically been one of the
key values of Chinese America from the earliest immigrant
days

(Chen,

1980).

It was popularly believed that any man

who was industrious in Gam Sun or Golden Mountain (the
Cantonese expression for the United States) would be guar¬
anteed wealth (Kwong,

1979).

Fused with the strong Confucian

work ethic which states that work is good and necessary for
survival and family enrichment,

family loyalty and hard work

became major themes in Chinese-American life,

in the face of
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discrimination,
Sue,

limited mobility and mob violence (Sue &

1973).
Unknown to the general American public, Chinese in

America have suffered some of the most inhuman treatment
ever accorded any immigrant group (Wu,
in the 18^4-0 s,

1973).

Beginning

the Chinese were the first Asian group to

arrive in large numbers.

They were largely peasants from

Kwangtung Province in southeastern China where the city of
Canton is located.

Chinese immigrants who came to the U. S.

carried with them many ancient traditions and customs which
are in evidence today.
environment,

Finding a hostile and threatening

the early immigrants both physically and

psychologically voluntarily isolated themselves from the
wider society.

They clung tenaciously to their old ways

and formed isolated communities which served as buffers for
their survival.

As a result,

an already complex and advanced

culture stood out as islands in the sea of an alien and racist
white society.
Despite the common mainstream American idea of a
"classless" society,

social classes do exist,

of open mobility is less true in reality,

and the idea

especially due to

the racial discrimination that many white Americans still
practice

(Chen,

1981).

But the pervasive belief in its

possibility means that most Chinese-American men are en¬
couraged to succeed,

with the difficulty in doing so frequent-
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ly dismissed by the popular propaganda of a "free society"
(I Wor Kuen,

1974).

Work was not only necessary for personal survival,
also a means of self-and-family validation.
course,

be successful in work,

Women can,

but
of

but their prime status tra¬

ditionally is measured in terms of the status of the man
they marry.

Status in present Chinese-American society is

still heavily dependent on a man’s worth as an economical
provider.

This work norm pertains to Chinese-American males,

irrespective of class

(Sue & Morishima,

1982).

This norm

however is similar to that of the majority society.
Success in Chinese America has most frequently been
measured in terms

of man's work,

because this is often the

easiest way of seeing how much money or how much power a
man has.

Of course, many factors go into determining a

man's social status,

but because of the widespread concern

regarding a man's occupational status in Chinese America,
this is usually the first one explored (Ng,
Occupational success must,

however,

1977).

be translated into

visible and socially recognized symbols--money, material goods,
status within the kinship family and positive regard among
the larger Chinese-American community (Weiss,

1973).

If few Chinese-American men can "make it" by such
criteria,

what happens to the large majority of men who,

various reasons,

cannot get these rewards?

Since they,

for
too,
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have internalized the norm of success,

it would appear that

they turn to other arenas and enact the same drama,
a different scale and in an altered form.
cook or waiter who,
community,

but on

For example,

the

by the standards of the wider Chinese

is not blessed with many of the more obvious

material rewards, may turn to card games within Chinatown's
numerous gambling houses.
gambling skills,

Athletic skills,

physical combat,

vice activities and sexual adventures may

be prime areas where Chinese-American men can achieve
status if they have not been able to earn the more convention¬
al monetary rewards

(Naison,

1974;

Rice,

1977).

For those

who are succeeding in the more conventional manner,

these

status symbols may seem quite insignificant or frivolous,
but lacking all others,

they take on an extreme value for

many Chinese-American men (Cardoso,

1977;

Chen,

1978).

Brief history of the Chinese
The Chinese were the first Asian group to come to the
United States.

Immigration here began around 1847,

ing China's overpopulation problems,
rest.

reflect¬

famines and civil un¬

The news of the gold discovery and opportunity for

wealth in California also lured many poor peasants,

large¬

ly young males from southeastern China who dreamt of making
a great fortune and later returning home to their native
villages as rich men (Kwong,

1979).
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These early Chinese immigrants
sojourners in most cases)
here.
men.

(more properly called,

offered much economic competition

They often worked mines already abandoned by white
In addition to mining,

service,

they also provided domestic

worked on railroads,

and laundries,

the

fished and farmed.

Restaurants

stereotyped Chinese businesses,

were

common because Chinese were excluded from many occupations
and also because they would not be subjected to competition
and racial prejudice.
Most American citizens knew very little about the new
Chinese immigrants and their dislike and fear of them were
based not only upon economic fears,
similarity,

but also cultural dis¬

the effects of which is still lingering in

contemporary American society through the mass media and
educational system.

The Chinese did not meet the pervasive

White-Anglo-Saxon Protestant criteria of behavior,
language,

dress,

etc.

The Chinese,

however,

habits,

did not feel

the need to assimilate since many of them had planned origin¬
ally to return home to China.

Acts of violence against

Chinese were common during this period of time (Wu,

1972).

America's Chinatowns developed as a result of both
white racism and the social,

economic and psychological

needs of the Chinese laborers.
organized,

e.

g.,

Chinatowns were highly

family and district associations were

established and traditional norms and folkways took hold.-
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A third type of organization known as secret societies,
longs,

or

did some charitable work as patriotic and fraternal

organizations
gambling,

(sworn brotherhoods),

however they dominated

prostitution and opium-dealing (these mafia-like

organizations are still active in today's Chinatowns).
Politically,

Chinatowns were and still are largely dominated

by well-to-do merchants.
A large-scale social problem affecting the Chinese
was the shortage of available women.

Few Chinese women

came here mainly because of the Cantonese custom of a man
never removing his wife or family from his original home so
that they may represent his spiritual and cultural connection
with his ancestors.

In addition,

highly-discriminatory

American immigration laws made it very difficult for a
Chinese man to bring his wife over,

especially with the

passage of a series of racial exclusionary acts,
"bachelor" societies in America's Chinatowns.

thus creating

The out-of¬

proportion number of older Chinese men to Chinese women in
America today can be attributed to these discriminatory
immigration acts.
here,

As a result,

there were few Chinese women

outside of wives of wealthy merchants or prostitutes

imported by the tongs to serve the sexual needs of lonely
Chinese laborers living in crowded shacks

(Chen,

1981).
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The alliance of China and America during World War II
probably did much to end Chinese exclusion laws.

All immi¬

gration laws prior to 1943 were repealed at that time, and
a quota system was imposed.

The quota was 105, and 50%

was reserved for professionals.

During the late 194o's

wives of Chinese men who served in the U. S. Armed Forces
during World War II Were allowed to come over on a special
quota.

In the early 1950's refugees from the newly Communist-

dominated China were allowed to come.

In 1965, President

Johnson abolished the nation origins systems and placed all
unusued national quotas into a pool for which qualified aliens
from over-subscribed countries may apply (Hundley, 1976).
Since World War II, Chinese-Americans have achieved
more social,

economic and ethnic equality and have escaped

some of the more negative stereotypes formerly held.

In

addition to prosperous businesses and retail operations, many
have established careers in professional fields similar to
that of other well-established immigrant groups.
has yet to be done.

But much

However in the late sixties, many young

Chinese-American militants and community activists began ad¬
vocating for a renewed sense of ethnic nationalism and a more
radical change in the American economic system in terms of
dealing with racial injustices of the past and present
(Gee, 1978).
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Definition of terns
The effects of family upbringin,

cultural values,

and

experiences with others can be seen in the personality
patterns of people--in their characteristic behavior and
thoughts,

unique patterns of traits,

or dominant attributes.

These effects include such issues as sex roles,

stereotypes,

and individual and group identity (Sue & Morishima,
Sex-role conflicts.

In general,

1982).

research on sex

roles among Chinese-Americans has not been extensive enough
to permit strong or comprehensive conclusions

(Sue & Morishima,

1982).
Traditionally, Asian cultures have generally been
patrilineal and male dominant.

However in the United States,

studies or standard masculine/feminine personality traits
have shown that Caucasian-Americans rank first in masculin¬
ity;

Chinese-Americans,

(Meredith,
1969;

I969).

Sue & Kirk,

second,

In addition,

and Japanese-Americans,
investigators

third

(Fong & Peskin,

1975) believe that conflicts between the

traditional Chinese roles and feminist orientations may exist
for many Chinese-American females.

Thus sex role conflicts

also are likely to be present among Chinese-American females
as well as males.

Although Asian-American males in genral

may exhibit lower levels of masculine behavior as defined
in white American society,

their expectations,

hopes
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or the attitudes towards their roles as heads of households
and that of women as wives and mothers may nonetheless re¬
flect or reveal strong male-female role differentiations,
The conflicts they meet is over male roles in the United
States and the changing behaviors and attitudes of AsianAmerican women (Sue & Morishima,
Stereotypes.

1982).

When asked to indicate what character¬

izes members of a particular group,

one can usually enumerate

several traits or personality attributes associated with that
group.

Such characterizations are not accurate--when they

are false,

based on illogical reasoning,

data--they are stereotypes

or unsupported by

(Sue & Morishima,

1982).

According to Sue and Morishima (1982) more recent
studies on stereotypes of Asians in the United States have
indicated a more "positive" view of Chinese and Japanese
then in the past.

Thus they are currently viewed as "intelli¬

gent,

loyal to family,

Suzuki

industrious,
(1977)

quiet and shy."

However,

contents that the popular contemporary image

of Asian-Americans as the "model minority" is of relatively
recent vintage and the result of an amazingly rapid trans¬
formation on the American public's consciousness that has only
taken place over the past two decades,
rights protests of .the

related to the civil

'60's and the growth of China and Japan
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as major world powers.

This is in sharp contrast to earlier

depictions of Asians in this country by means of dehumanizing
stereotypes that conjured up visions of savage "yellow hordes."
Asians were also victims of some of the most hostile,

vicious

and brutal acts of racism and violence ever directed against
any immigrant group in this country (Suzuki,

1977).

For all the above reasons, Asian-Americans have objected
strenously to their portrayal in the mass media.

Asian and

Asian-American stereotypes in the mass media have been the
target of much organized protest,
degrading and limiting,
film industry.

not only for being inaccurate,

but also for practices used in the

Many Asian-American actors and actresses have

been offered narrow and stereotypic roles,

and central roles

are frequently assigned to Caucasian-Americans who are made
to "look" Asian,

as in the character of Caine,

the hero in

the popular television series Kung Fu (1972-1975).
With rare exceptions, Asians are always portrayed
as waiters,
geishas,

laundrymen,

house servants,

prostituties

(Paik,

cooks,

villains, war-mongers,

gardeners, karate experts and

1971).

Research has found some consistency in the traits attrib¬
uted to these groups.

However concerted attempts to

"conform"

stereotypes by comparing them with actual group character-
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istics are impeded by severe methodological and conceptual
concerns

(Sue & Morishima,

Ethnic identity.
available,

1982).

According to a few empirical studies

in comparison to Caucasian-Americans, Chinese-

Americans and Japanese-Americans tend to exhibit greater
deference,

abasement,

show less dominance,

and external locus of control and
aggression,

and autonomy (Sue & Morishima,

preference for ambiguity

1982).

If Asian cultural values account for some of the per¬
ceived personality traits found among Asian-American groups,
one would expect these characteristics to decrease with
acculturation (cultural assimilation or the learning and
adoption of the cultural patterns of the host group) and
assimilation (process of amalgamation or merging of the
groups into the host group).

In several studies the number

of generations in the United States has been used as a measure
of assimilation (Sue & Morishima,
As implied by the above,

1982).

the decision and strategies

used in bi-cultural development by Asian-Americans need to be
articulated.

For exampled, what cultural elements,

values

or behaviors are first to be extinguished through accultur¬
ation or assimilation?
preserved?

What aspects or features are to be

It would however appear that irrespective of

the possible answers,

the most meaningful fundamental con¬

ceptualization is to view Asian-Americans as having a bicultural identity (Sue & Morishima,

1982).

CHAPTER

II

REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE

Introduction
To understand the impact of kung-fu films on ChineseAmerican men, we must first examine kung-fu culture.
Chinese kung-fu culture
Kung-fu is the foundation of Chinese martial arts.
Kung-fu consists basically of unarmed methods of combat
which utilizes the arms and legs in punches,
throws,
tactics.
spears,

holds,

dodges,

leaps,

The use of knives,
halberds,

etc.,

kicks, gouges,

rolls and other acrobatic
staffs, metal-link whips,

are also included (Chow & Spangler,

1980).
This history of kung-fu is a complex,
bination of fact and fancy.
excells in"

or "manly skill."

confusing com¬

Kung-fu means "a skill one
Written records from earlier

Chinese dynasties which have survived the passages of time
are few and far between.

Others were prepared hundreds or

thousands of years after the events they purport to chronicle
and are unfortunately not reliable.

But we know that there

have been thousands of different styles of kung-fu through¬
out Chinese history.
animal movements,
bulls,

Many of these styles were based on

such as those of eagles,

tigers, monkeys,

snakes,
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etc.

boars,

cranes,

In addition there were
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geographical differences, northern styles stressed high kicks
because the northern life-styles utilized more horse or foot
traveling and engaged in dry-land farming.
by contrast,

emphasized hand techniques because the people there

worked on wet-field rice farms,
rivers,

The southern styles

traveled frequently on the

lived on boats and fished which encouraged the de¬

velopment of low kicks

(Wong,

1979a; Wong,

1979b).

Kung-fu training is based essentially on calisthenics,
pre-arranged basics,

advanced techniques and free-sparring,

with or without protective equipment such as gloves or facemasks.

The use of herbal preparations for hand-conditioning

and body injuries are common.

Competitive kung-fu tourna¬

ments have become popular in the United States in the last
fifteen yars.

Kung-fu practitioners wear loose trousers

and tee-shirts for regular work-outs.

But formal tradition¬

al Chinese dress is worn for demonstrations and special occa¬
sions.

Kung-fu does not use the popular Japanese black belt

ranking systems as in judo or karate,

but badges,

sashes or

jackets are sometimes used to-determine rank (Corcoran &
Farkas,

1977).

Kung-fu is practiced in the People's Republic of China
where it is known as wu shu (martial arts) under a strict
system of government supervision.

Individual styles have

been modified and incorporated into a nationalized system.
In Taiwan,

kung-fu is often called kuo shu (national arts)
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Individual styles are still popular there.
But the most popular world center or mecca for kung-fu
today is probably Hong Kong.

The existence of major film

studios and the cosmopolitan "East-West" trading atmosphere
are the primary reasons.

Most of the Chinese martial arts/

kung-fu movies are made on this tiny British Crown Colony
(some kung-fu films are produced in Taiwan and a few on
mainland People's Republic of China in recent years due to
political changes regarding cultural censorship in the postMao era).

Kung-fu is popular wherever there are large num¬

bers of Chinese residing.

The popularity of kung-fu in the

United States has mainly been due to the now defunct tele¬
vision series Kung-Fu (starring David Carradine as Caine,
the half-Chinese wandering hero in the old American West)
and the famous Bruce Lee movies

(Lee,

1975).

In addition it was only in the late 1960's that the
Chinese in America publicly opened their kung-fu schools
(known as kwoons in Cantonese) to large number of nonChinese

(Dennis & Hutchinson,

1976).

However the person probably most responsible for the
massive Asian martial arts boom in the United States in
the early 1970's was Bruce Lee.
His movies Fist of Fury,

Big Boss, Way of the Dragon

and Enter the Dragon each grossed millions of dollars
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shortly after release

(Lee,

1975).

Lee's life and legend are both colorful and controversial.
He was the first Asian to gain international "super-star"
status as an actor and martial artist.

He wrote several

books on the martial arts and developed an uniquely eclectic
style of kung-fu known as Jeet Kune Do ("way of the inter¬
cepting fist")

(Inosanto,

1980).

An American of Chinese descent, Lee was born in
San Francisco and raised in Hong Kong where he studied Wing
Chun-styled kung-fu (a close-in fighting style using snapping
punches and low kicks)

from the famed master Yip Man.

When

he returned to the United States in 1958 he established
several schools in California and Washington state.
first caught the public's eye as Kato,

He

a character he played

in the 1966-67 Green Hornet television series.

Lee also

made guest appearances on the Longstreet television series
in 1971 as well as
the movie Marlowe.
many students,
Dean Martin,
& Doi,

1978).

other shows.

He played a minor role in

His exposure in these roles brought him

including such celebrities as James Garner,

Steve McQueen and James Colburn (Farquahar
However his disappointment in not getting

any major roles relative to his talent as an Asian-American
actor embittered him so returned to Asia to make the movies
that made him into an international star.
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What made Lee a super-star actor and a millionaire were
the movies he made before his untimely death at the age of
32

(brain swelling due to drug allergy).

precedented realism,
in these movies.

He displayed un¬

technical proficiency and charisma

Though he died in July,

is still felt today.

1973 his influence

His movies continue to draw large audi¬

ences and there are inevitable references to him in most
martial arts magazines.
popular.

Bruce Lee memorabilia are still

Many Chinese-Americans regard Lee as a modern

cultural hero (Dennis & Hutchinson,

1976).

Chinese kung-fu movies
To appreciate the popular influence of kung-fu movies
on Chines e-American males, we must first understand the
historical background of these films

(Glassner,

1974),

The first Chinese kung-fu movies were made in the
twenties and thirties in studios located in major cities
like Shanghai.

The Japanese invasion severely disrupted

the Chinese movie industry in the late thirties.
movie producers,

Many

directors and actors fled to British-

controlled Hong Kong to escape the Japanese.

Later others

fled to there to escape the Kuomintang-Communist civil war.
In the early 1950's,

the Shaw Brothers,

a group of

brothers with movie making experience from Shanghai be¬
gan making films which encompassed not only kung-fu action
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films,

but also melodramas,

romances and comedies.

They

produced a large number of sword-fighting kung-fu films
in the mid-sixties and easily dominated the kung-fu
film genre over their small-time competitors.
early 1970's,

In the

the bare-handed or "fistic" kung-fu films

outstripped in popularity over the sword-fighting types.
Other studios such as Golden Harvest, Cathay and Panasia
began to give Shaw stiff competition,

especially Golden

Harvest since it introduced Bruce Lee to the international
movie public in 1971.
Today Shaw Brothers,

a vast financial empire,

is still

the dominant producer of highly-regarded kung-fu films,
but competition from other studios is strong.
/**

Kung-fu films basically are broken down into three
major categories or sub-genres:
1.

The knight-errant variety which takes place in feudal

or dynastic China,
films.

similar in form to European knight-errant

Because the period lends itself so well,

the films

tend to abound in fantasy, mysticism and folklore.
the display of unarmed combat,

the use of swords,

staffs,

halberds,

axes,

flailing sticks,

etc.,

Besides
spears,

are commonly

used.

2. The Wild West variety set from the middle of the 19th
century up and including the Sino-Japanese War in the 1930's,
tends to emphasize bare-handed combat,

but ancient weapons as
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well as occasional pistols, rifles and automatic weapons
are used.

This sub-genre is not unlike the American cowboy

films.

3.

The modern crime fiction variety also stresses empty-

handed combat, though modern firearms are also used.

This

variety generally takes place in contemporary Hong Kong,
Taiwan, the Phillipines, South Korea, Southeast Asia and on
occasions the United States and Europe.

The common themes

are cops and robbers; detective and gangsters; drug-smuggling
and street gang feuds; secret agents and security guards.
In most kung-fu movies,
standard,

though there is a movement towards more sophis¬

ticated methods.
tion.

simple camera techniques are

Ordinary medium shots are used for exposi¬

The fast zoom is used to place the scene or at those

moments when there is a climax to the action.

Semi-dark

interiors for sinister scenes and slow motion action for
flashy techniques are generally used (Flangian,
The plots are usually simplistic.
the

The viewer knows

"good guys" from the "bad guys" without any difficulty.

The heroes are usually simple country-boys,
fighters,

in the heroic lead,

Women,

street gang

orphans raised by a martial arts master or knight-

errant from a noble aristoratic family.
is

197*0.

however,

Sometimes a women

such as Angela Mao in Lady Kung-Fu.

usually have secondary roles even though

they may have a fighting role.
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The bad guys or villians are generally imperialist
invaders

(usually Japanese),

crime "godfather,"

a cruel warlord,

street hoodlums,

an organized

corrupted police officers

or rival martial arts masters with evil intentions
1974).

(Flangian,

Themes dealing with the decades-long Kuomintang and

Communist struggle are generally avoided in these films due
to the political climate of Asian countries importing these
films.
In kung-fu films,

the audience is given the opportunity

to personalize the enemy's defeat.
with the hero who,

It is not hard to identify

alone and despite tremendous odds, with a

minimal dependency on technological weaponry,
evildoers and restores peace and justice.

destroys the

A deep visceral

satisfaction is easily available to the movie viewer who sees
the hero emerge the victor (Farquahar & Doi,

1978).

This availability of visceral satisfaction will also
illustrate why large numbers of blacks, Hispanics and lowerclass whites share with Chinese and other Asians in American
society in their attraction to these kung-fu movies.

It is

probable that people who represent the ethnic-racial minor¬
ities of American society would obtain tremendous satisfaction,
indeed enjoyment, in watching an evildoer be demolished by the
kung-fu hero (Glassner, 197^; Mintz, 1977).

Having so few

real-life heroes presented to them in the mass media, racial
minorities like Chinese-Americans tend to identify, subcon-
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sciously or consciously, with the kung-fu hero (Farquahar &
Doi,

1978).
In order to better understand the appeal of kung-fu

movies,

they must be closely explored in their separate

sub-genre categories.
Sub-genre categories
The "sword period" or knight-errant sub-genre is one
major category.
Recently the lay public in Western society has come to
realize the inadequacy of the popular image of traditional
Chinese society as a monolithic one in which "everyone"
conformed to a rigid "Confucian" code of behavior.

However,

the existence of the Chinese knight-errants with their spirit
of protest and nonconformity would seem to conflict with
such a simplistic image,
persons alike

(Liu,

held by both academics and lay¬

1967).

And the popularity of this knight-errant sub-genre
would in addition attest to the universal appeal of this
theme to the Chinese-American audience.
The knight-errant sub-genre most closely resembles
European chivalry tales like King Arthur and the Knights
of the Round Table and Robin Hood and his Merry Band and so
forth.
This sub-genre essentially is derived from the de¬
velopment

(and degeneration in some cases)

of knight-errantry
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in Chinese history and literature during the course of some
twenty-four centuries,

and reflects the changes tha have

taken place in its nature,

doth in fact and in fiction.

There are such varied gallery of characters,
fictitious,
applied,
its use.

real or

to whom the term "knight-errant" has been

that the viewer may question the justification of
However,

on reflection he or she might be convinced

that there are in fact certain common denominators among those
who have been granted the title,
tice,

their loyalty to friends,

imetuosity (Liu,

1967).

Historically,

such as their sense of jus¬
their courage,

and their

)

knight-errantry is a manifestation of the

spirity of revolt and nonconformity in traditional Chinese
society,

sometimes lying underground and sometimes erupting

to the surface.

Its ideals are admirable,

not always been realized in practice,
vided excuses for mere lawlessness.

though these have

an may have even pro¬
It is further possible

that the ideals of knight-errantry inspired the moral codes
of secret societies of a subversive kind,
tongs

(fraternal groups)

such as the numerous

that pledged themselves to expell

the foreign Ching dynasty that conquered China in the 17th
century.

As for chivalric literature,

whether it has incited rebellion or,
"cathartic"

it is a moot point

on the contrary,

has

effects on the consumer.

Whether the particular knight-errant film was based on
a historic epic,

popular chivalric tales,

a famous poem,
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a traditional opera..,or the pen of a modern-day script¬
writer,

the audience would be struck again and again by the

the similarities,

and probably even more by the differences,

between Chinese knights and medieval European ones.
Differences between the European and the Chinese knights
are obvious.

First of all,

the former constitute a defintive

social class, while the latter came from all classes of
society.

This naturally influenced their respective ways

of behavior.

The European knights were the backbone of the

feudal system, the Chinese ones represented a disruptive
force in feudal society.

The former extended courtesy only

to their social equals and had a strong sense of class solidar
ity;

the latter often made a point of breaking down social

barriers and were generally free from class consciousness
and social snobbery (Liu,

1967).

Another basic difference between the European and
Chinese knights is that the former had religious sanction
and the latter had no particular religious affiliations.
European knights did profess to be Christians and were
supposed to defend the faith,

whereas the Chinese one did

not necessarily believe in any organized religion (Liu,

1967).

Furthermore, being a social class, the European knights
naturally confined chivalry to members of their own class and
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applied strict rules for admission.

When Christian moral

standards were superimposed on these,

they formed the rules

of the various orders of knighthood.

By contrast,

the

Chinese knights never organized themselves into strict
orders and never possessed any monopoly over chivalry;
anyone behaving according to the ideals of Chinese chivalry
became ispo facto a knight.

And finally a European owed

loyalty to his king or overlord;
personal loyalty to a chih-chi,
"one who appreciates you"),

a Chinese only acknowledged
(a Mandarin phrase meaning

whatever his or her social

1967).

status may have been (Liu,

In spite of these differences,
knights did share certain ideals.

the Chinese and European
In fact, most of the ideals

of Chinese chivalry were such as an European knight would
have readily subscribed to.
knights were altruism and

justice,

to the poor and oppressed.
expected to uphold

The chief ideals of the Chinese
especially with regard

The European knights,

too were

justice and unselfishly protect the poor

and the weak.
Furthermore,
fame,

the Chinese knights aimed at great courage,

preferring death to dishonor;

so did the European ones.

Both groups esteemed generosity and stressed mutual faith
and truthfulness.

And finally like the European knights,

the Chinese knights used their straight,
(known as gim in Cantonese)

double-edged sword

as a symbol of their chivalry.
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An excellent example of the knight errant/sword period
film would be the One-Armed Swordsman and its sequel The
Return of the One-Armed Swordsman starring the famed
Wang Yu, the veteran protagonist of innumerable kung-fu
movies.

In the original film, Yang Yu loses an arm through

the savagery of a sadistic villain.

However after much

emotional turmoil and pain, he manages to overcome his
depression and handicap by developing the other hand and
in the final reel defeais scores of evil-doers.
continues with the same actor and character.

The sequel
This time work¬

ing the classic situation in which the famed swordsman dis¬
covered living peacefully in the countryside must pick up
the sword again when elements beyond his control intrude
into his pastoral life, as with the retired gunfighterturned-farmer must put his holster back on, a popular theme
in American cowboy films.

Yang Yu receives an invitation

to battle, he refuses at first until his wife has been
captured by the villains, the notorious Eight Demon Swords¬
men.

He is thus forced to come out of retirement to do

battle with them and rescue his wife and other innocents.
Another good example of the knight-errant film would
be Come Drink With Me starring the well-known actress
Cheng Pei-Pei who plays an undercover government agent sent
to the countryside to track down the whereabouts of an Im¬
perial treasure recently stolen.

With cunning and skill
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she successfully disposes of many villains before completing
her mission.

This film is an excellent example of a female

lead with a fighting role.

The heroine is protrayed as fem¬

inine in the conventional sense, but yet is allowed to defeat
men in combat.
In general, these knight-errant films occupy an inter¬
mediate position between the popularization of history on one
hand and tales of the magical on the other.

The films dwell

in the twilight region where fact mingles with fancy and the
commonplace with the marvelous, sometimes complete with a world
of fairies, elves, magicians, trolls, flying dragons, zombies,
ghosts, etc.

The dramatic careers and colorful personalities

of the historical knight-errants often gave rise to legends,
with exaggerated features.

In this way knight-errantry pass¬

ed from the realm of fact to that of fiction.
Subsequently, side by side with knight-errant films
based on history, those about purely fictitious heroes also
came to be made, with even more fantastic incidents.

Together

these variations provide the foundation for the knight-errant
films.
Furthermore, the visual colorfulness that generally
appears in these adaptations of traditional Chinese myths,
fables, and legends appears at first in the knight-errant
films as an equally and painstaking choregraphy of regalness
and nobility within an elaborate set, before the conflict it-
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self is pared down to a series of one-to-one contests of
strength and skill (Glassner, 1974)
T-he Wild West sub-genre is the next major category.
This sub-genre reflects the historical period in China
which roughly extends from the end of the Taiping Rebellion
in the 1850*s against the Ching Dynasty to the Sino-Japanese
War in the 1930’s.

The term -Wild West is used because this

period of history was characterized largely by the weakness
of the central or national government in China.

It was

the transitional period between the last hereditary dynasty
of the foreign Chings and the new, but feeble Republic of
China established after the 1911 Revolution.
In this sub-genre the use of modern firearms such as
machine guns are intermingled with the traditional weapons
such as swords, staff, flailing sticks as well as emptyhanded skills.
This sub-genre bears a close resemblance to the
American cowboy genre in that the central government had
limited authority and the problem of enforcing the law
generally fell to the local sheriff or bands of private
citizens.

In this sub-genre the hero may be a revolutionary

fighter battling the Ching Dynasty; a local lawman combating
a gang of extortionists, a young kung-fu student avenging
the murder of his master instructor or a gun-and-sword
wielding guerrilla fighting well-armed Japanese troops and
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their Chinese "puppet" collaborators.

Like their American

counterparts, the Wild West films often take place in small
towns and villages as well as major urban centers, usually
around gambling houses or red-light districts.
As in the American cowboy genre, in the Wild West films
there are long-term feuds between families or factions over
insults or property rights which involved pitched battles
as well as brief skirmishes with bare hands, swords, sticks
or automatic weapons and hand grenades.

As with kung-fu

movies in general, the fighting choreography is generally
unrealistic, for example, a spear-carrying Chinese guerrilla
will defeat a dozen Japanese soldiers armed with rifles and
bayonets.
And again like the American cowboy films, a lot of the
action in the Wild West films will take place in open country
where the hero's life would need to depend on his horse.
Outlaws on horseback would roam this open country, attacking
merchant convoys and peaceable travelers.

However like in

the American cowboy films, these Chinese outlaws had to come
to town for the money they robbed was of little value while
they hid out in the hills.
liquor, women and gambling.

They needed to come to town for
And the towns being generally

small, nearly everybody knew what everybody else was doing
and strangers were noticed.

Here like in the American cow¬

boy film, the private citizens, law enforcement officials and
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outlaws would confront each other as in the OK Corrall.
High Noon or The Ballad of Liberty
A good example of the Wild West film would he Five
Fingers of Death (originally titled King Boxer)
Lo Lieh,

a veteran actor of kung-fu movies.

starring

He plays

a good-natured innocent in a Chinese town during the
turn of the century.

He is mercilessly tormented and beaten

by the local gangsters headed by a cunning godfather-like
figure in a large mansion.

Lo is forced to leave town

and is fortunate enough to receive refuge from a wise kungfu master in the hills who teaches him his particular style
of kung-fu that uses a highly lethal palm-heel strike.
After developing this skill to a high degree, Lo returns
to avenge his humiliation and clean the town out through
a series of prolonged fights.
Another good example of the Wild West version would
also be the Magnificent Kick which plays on the popular
theme of the wise martial arts masters and his wayward
students.
was not

In traditional kung-fu folklore,

just an athletic coach,

the master

but also a responsible

moral mentor and spiritual guide,

in short a community

leader or educator.
The action takes place in China just prior to the
20th century.

The chief villain is a ruthless and highly

skilled kung-fu fighter who accumulates wealth and power by
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killing heads of well-to-do families and seizing their
property with the collaboration of corrupt officials.
The children of one of the murdered men vow revenge,
but are unable to carry out their mission until they are
more skillful and older.

Howefer upon reaching adulthood

they find their sills are still inadquate despite intensive
training.

Two sisters decide to approach the master of

a famous kung-fu school (Tiger-Crane style) in another dis¬
trict in order to solicit his aid.

The master Wong Fei-Hung

(starring the famous actor Kwan Tai-Haing, a seasoned veteran
of kung-fu movies since the 19^0's) acknowledges their plight
but refuses to get involved, stating that it is a problem for
the legal authorities and courts, and not a matter of personal
revenge.

In addition, he warns his students afterwards not

to assist the two sisters.
However the master's two top students are attracted to
the sisters.

One man is tall, handsome and somewhat reserved

whereas the other one is jovial, stout--with a round, smiling
face, a sort of Abbott-Costello pair.

However despite the

warning from their master, these two men fall in love with
the sisters and are tricked through a series of subterfuges
into unwittingly aiding them in their revenge plans such as
faking a kidnapping incident so that two students are forced
to kill one of the chief villain's lieutenants.

Finally

the love for the sisters and the extent of their involve-
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ment leaves the two men no choice but to get directly involveed with the sisters' plot.
The climatic battle takes place at the villain's wealthy
mansion guarded by a dozen of his fighters.

Though no longer

youthful, the chief villain is cunning and agile.

In addition

he uses small explosive balls like tiny grenades against his
four opponents.

The two sisters and two students have success¬

fully penetrated the mansion grounds and have routed most of
henchmen.

However the "straight" hero (starring the popular

Jason Pai Piao) at a critical moment is able to evade the ex¬
plosive balls and delivers a crippling kick against the villain
(a "special" kick developed under Master Wong, hence the title
Magnificent Kick) .

With the villain in pain on the ground, one

of the sisters decides to deliver the final death blow, but
Pai Piao restraints her and admonishes her on the regard for
mercy, a lesson stressed by master Wong.
his point and steps back.

She acknowledges

In the last scene, the foursome

triumphantly walk off the battlefiend, leaving the old villain
to moan in agony in the background.
But perhaps one of the best known versions of the Wild
West sub-genre would be Fist of Fury (also known as Chinese
Connection) starring the very famous Bruce Lee which is based
on a real-life occurence when the great kung-fu master
Huo Yauan was poisoned in foreign-occupied Shanghai during
the early 20th century.

His most able student avenged the

loss by killing the suspected killers.
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In the film Bruce Lee's character comes back from a
trip to find that his master had died.
down the murderers and take revenge.

He vows to track
During the course of

his investigations he is harassed by the Japanese who occupy
part of the city along with the British and other Europeans, he
is forced to combat Japanese

judokas

(judo practitioners),

a powerful Russian wrestler sponsored by the Japanese,
and Japanese swordsmen.

Since the Japanese

judo school is

the favored of the occupied city and sponsored by the
Japanese authorities,

they can do no wrong and Lee's school

is held accountable for making their own justice.
is placed in a difficult situation.

Thus Lee

For Lee’s school to

continue to exist Lee must surrender to the Japanese author¬
ities.

But rather than endure captivity and probable tor¬

ture and execution,

Lee in the final scene leaps at the

Japanese police rifle squad with a suicidal flying kick.
The third and final category of kung-fu films would
be that of the modern crime fiction type.

This sub-genre

generally takes place in contemporary society though flash¬
backs to earlier years or decades are used.
Like their counterparts in the other sub-genres,

the

modern crime fiction heroes are tough fighters skilled in
kung-fu who brings

justice to the victimized and oppressed

admidst the modern urban jungle.

As in the other sub-genres,
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these heroes are violent, but their violence is not merely
that of simple barroom brawls.

Rather it is a kind of

meaningful violence, sometimes symbolic of a special code '
of ethics or attitude of modem chivalry, .sometimes an ex¬
plicit description and implied criticism of a corrupted, im¬
personal urban society.
Though up-to-date weapons such as sub-machine guns and
shotguns are used in the fight scenes, the modern crime fic¬
tion hero is largely dependent on the use of his barehands,
knives, clubs and other simple weapons.
At times he can be seen in a variety of roles, he may be
a savvy street cop, an aggressive private detective, a goodhumored gambler, a stern martial arts master, a top government
secret agent, a ghetto gang leader, or plain working-man, but
he is almost always, essentially the same "hard-boiled" hero.
And unlike the other sub-genres, modern crime fiction films
provide an international base for their action, the hero (or
heroine) may smash a heroin-smuggling ring in Hong Kong;
track down a vicious killer in the Phillipines; rescues a
kidnapped victim in Tokyo; confront an Italian Mafia hitman
in Rome or face off a teenaged street gang in New York's
Chinatown.

Despite the geographical location or plot, the

modern crime fiction hero has certain common or shared
qualities with the heroes of the other sub-genres:

tough,

courageous,occasionally brutal, skillful, killing when he
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thought necessary; he is often celibate if a single man,
admired or desired by women and feared by other men.
He believes in his own sense of right and wrong, meting out
his individual concept of justice that often conflicts with
the official law of the land.

The modem crime fiction hero

is on the side of right, but it is his own personal interpre¬
tation and definition of right.

In sum, he is the quint¬

essential vigilante enforcer of contemporary society
(Nevins, 1970).
A good example of the modern crime sub-genre would be
Yellow-Faced Tiger starring Donald Wong who plays a San Fran¬
cisco police officer who has been suspended from the force
due to false allegations by some gangsters.

As a civilian

he tracks down the villains responsible for his suspension.
He engages in numerous fights until he finally confronts the
chief gangster, played by Chuck Norris, a well-known American
karateka (karate practitioner) and action film actor.

Norris'

character is involved with a number of racketeering activities,
including heroin-dealing.

The two men engage in a long-drawn

out battle in the garden of Norris' beautiful country mansion
after Wong has successfully defeated the lesser villains.
Another very popular example of the modern crime sub-genre
would be the Big Brawl, starring the up-and-coming Jackie Chan
who unlike Bruce Lee affects a highly acrobatic, comedic style
of acting and fighting.

The new star Chan has incorporated in-
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to his filmsstrong elements of slap-stick and a more emotion¬
ally vulnerable persona relative to Bruce Lee, Wang Yu, Lo Lieh
and scores of other kung-fu movie stars.
Here in Big Brawl Chan protrays a happy-go-lucky
Chinese immigrant restaurant worker in Chicago just prior
to World War II.

He has a white American girlfriend and an

uncle who teaches kung-fu (played by the famous JapaneseAmerican actor, Mako).

He clashes with the local extortion¬

ists from a Chicago crime "mob" and trashes them.

The gang

chieftain (starring Jose Ferrer, famed American actor) tries
to persuade Chan to work for his gang, but when Chan refuses
the offer his sister-in-law is kidnapped by the gangsters.
However after much trial and tribulation by the gangsters,
Chan manages in the end to dramatically rescue her and de¬
feat the gang's top fighter (who is an expert with a special
Phillipino fighting knife, the bali-song) in a dark theater
thus forcing the gang to retreat.

The ending of the Big Brawl

however is somewhat ambigious since the chief gangster and
some of his henchmen are allowed to get away.

The victory

by Chan would appear to be tactical rather than strategic.
But probably the best known eample of the modern crime
film would be the classical Enter the Dragon, which was
Bruce Lee's last completed film.

Lee plays a secret agent

who cracks a vice ring that is headquartered on an island
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fortress in the Southern Pacific.

The master and owner of

this island is a renegade from the Hong Kong monastery where
Lee has "trained in kung-fu.
Unfortunately this renegade (Han) has used his martial
arts skills for evil purposes.

When Lee is first approached

by a British official from an international intelligence agency who wished to use Lee as an undercover agent to pene¬
trate this island,

Lee though sympathetic to the plan is re¬

luctant to cooperate.

But later when he is informed by a re¬

lative that one of Han's top henchmen had attempted to rape
Lee's sister thus causing her to commit suicide rather than
be violated, Lee becomes decisive and committed to the plan
to infiltrate.
As part of his disguise,

Lee would enter a tri-annual

martial arts tournament sponsored by Han.

This event features

no-holds barred/no punches-pulled knock-out fighting.

He

leaves Hong Kong on a motorized junk (traditional Chinese
sailing ship)

to Han's island.

other competitors,

Aboard he meets several

including two friendly Americans.

The master Han is a regal,

but sinister figure.

a metal hand due to a gunshot incident,
guns on the island.
female guards.

He has

thus he allows no

He is closely protected by a body of

In addition he has a multitude of trained

men to protect the island from intruders and to provide in¬
ternal security.
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Lee competes by day along with the other competitors,
but at night he secretly investigates the island’s illict
operations.

While still undercover he manages to confront

his sister’s tormenter in a legitimate match and openly
kills him without penalty.
Eventually he establishes an alliance with one of the
American competitors and leads a rebellion of imprisoned
slave-workers against Han.

In the final reel, Lee kills

Han in a climatic fight in a hall of mirrors shortly before
helicopters full of American drug enforcement agents arrive
on the island.
In summary, modern crime films bear a close resemblance
to the American television police dramas,
James Bond spy thrillers,
father saga,

private eye films,

film noir mysteries and the God¬

they differ in the use of Asian characters and

settings as well as the use of kung-fu skills.

Moreover,

there appears to be a conscious intent to imitate American
and European films,

for example,

film called Deadly Angels

there was a crime fiction

(1979) which featured a trio of

Hong Kong undercover policewomen. This film clearly drew
its inspiration from the popular American television series,
Charlie’s Angels

(1977 to 1982) which had three beautiful

undercover policewomen.

Similarly,

Enter the Dragon (1973)

with Bruce Lee was a transparent imitation of the first
James Bond film, Dr.
(1961).

No starring the British actor,

Sean Connery
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Psychology of kung-fu movies
Kung-fu movies appeal to not only many viewers,
many different kinds of viewers.
needs that are widely distributed.
types in the kung-fu movies,
and opinions which,

but to

They reflect attitudes and
A study of the stereo¬

therefore,

if not universal,

reveal to us attitudes

occur

in the Chinese-

American communities with significant regularity (Nevins,
Primarily,

the kung-fu movie presents a view of life

which is agreeable and reassuring.
tested devices,

1970).

By ingenious and long-

they persudade the Chinese-American viewer

that the world it describes is simple and understandable,
that it is meaningful,

and that it is ultimately secure.

In the place of the complex issues of modern human
existence,

characters in a kung-fu movie have very simple

problems.

Life goes along reasonably well except for the

single point that some violent crime or series of crimes,
usually a kidnapping,

felonious assault,

false arrest,

forcible rape or sadistic murder has been committed.

From

these acts follow most of the trouble which the sympathetic
characters must endure:

they may have to bear the oppression

and harassment by criminal elements in their midst,

or they

have a serious misunderstanding with lawful authorities.
But in any case,

these major problems are objectively caused
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by external circumstances.
Violent crimes can and will be resolved and vindicated,
either through family revenge,

the intervention of local

police officers, guerrilla action by patriotic figthers or
the rescue by a sword-swinging knight-errant on horseback.
Once the solution has been implemented, most of the other
difficulties are ended and the characters go away relatively
happy,

never apparently to be vexed by the minor worries and

neuroses of most humans.

The messiness,

confusion and frus¬

tration of ordinary life have been reduced to a simple issue
between good and evil,

virtue and wickedness.

And virtue

triumphs even if occasionally the hero dies in battle.
carry the argument to the next stage,

To

the simplification of

the problem is matched by a corresponding simplification of
the solution.

And here we come to one of the most universal

conventions in the genre:
and evil,

the prolonged,

the "final battle" between good
desperate and climatic struggle be¬

tween the hero and villain in the last fifteen or twenty
minutes of the film.
In the contrived world of the kung-fu movie, we depart
from the intricate currents or concepts of causations in life
as we know if,

be it political,

economic,

social,

etc.,

and

find instead that a whole series of injustices suffered by an
innocent population may be compensated by the bloody lastditch life-and-death struggle at the end between the main hero
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and the chief villain,
viewer (Nevins,

both easily identifiable by the

1970).

Furthermore,

the graphic nature of this final explosive

g o 11 e r dammrung lends an air
ness to the solutions
solution,
example,

inevitable,

of concreteness and decisive¬

we are led to feel it is the only
unique,

completely certain.

For

throughout the four completed movies of the late

kung-fu movie star Bruce Lee we can see this solution re¬
peated again and again.

In the Big Boss, Lee defeats the

sadistic master villain who had systematically murdered his
friends in order to protect his Southeast Asian heroin ring.
In the Fist of Fury,

he plays a top martial arts student who

smashes a horde of Japanese spies,

swordsmen and judo ex¬

perts who had conspired to murder his master and destroy
his kwoon (kung-fu school in Cantonese)
Shanghai.

in foreign-occupied

In Way of the Dragon, Lee fights the climatic

battle in Rome's famed Coliseum against a "cold-blooded"
American killer-for-hire with orders to "rub out" the kung-fu
fighter.
the

And finally in Enter the Dragon,

"evil genius",

metal-bladed hand)

he had to combat

the Fu-Manchu-like Han (with the artificial
in a "house of mirrors" in order to de¬

stroy the villain's island empire built on white slavery and
heroin.
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Moreover,

by using other commonly utilized devices

the kung-fu movie makes life more meaningful and endows the
events it describes with significance,

even with glamour.

The kung-fu movies provide a thrill which may compensate
for the dullness or "quiet desperation" of the lives of
some Chinese-American audience members is only the beginning
of the story.

It is true that they offer to the Chinese-

American audience the excitement of adventure,

and also

capitalize on popular indignations or fetishes or elements
of cultural or racial nationalism in the manner of other
types of action-oriented movies such as the American cowboy
Westerns.

In many subtle ways they help the Chinese-

American audience to believe in the existence of a more
heroic,

fuller world than the workaday pressures and

daily demands of life in America's Chinatown ghettoes.
Finally,
universe.
laws.

the kung-fu movie introduces us to a secure

We find here an ordered world obedient to fixed

The outcome is certain and the villain will without

fail be beaten by the hero.

In this world the individual

has the power to control his or her own affairs,

the pro¬

blems can be mastered by human agency.
Even the handling of the theme of death contributes
to the feeling of security.

One might not a first expect
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from a form of media which deals with death and injury by
violence to have the cheerful and encouraging effect com¬
monly attributed to the kung-fu movie.

Yet violent crimes

are the universal feature of these movies.
of view of literary construction,
such as assault,

From the point

committing a violent crime

rape or murder is useful for the plot and

provides the suitable starting point for a story of revenge
and

justice.

But there is another reason for including it.

This is that the kung-fu story by its peculiar treatment of
violence contrives to minimize the fear of it.
always presented in a rather special way;
face combat where the villain is
end

(Nevins,

Violence is

personal face-to-

"guaranteed" to lose at the

1970).

After everything has been straightened out,
bystanders may return to their routines;

the innocent

the family and friends

of the victim feel a deep sense of satisfaction that
has been done;

justice

the hero had a chance to prove his or her

worth in battle and the responsibility for the commission of
these violent crimes has been firmly placed on an acceptable
scapegoat and everyone is set for a life in a just and order¬
ly society,

at least for the time being.

The kung-fu movie uses crime not to make life more hor¬
rible,

but to make it more cheerful.

The despair and horror
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it seems to offer the viewer are presented in a very man¬
ageable form and really serve to provide not a pessimistic
view of life,

but a view that is exactly the opposite.

Its

concern with violent crimes and the less pleasant slice of
life mislead the observer as to its true import.
is essentially agreeable,
charine.

The message

almost to the point of being sac¬

The agreeable view of life presented in the kung-fu

movie is deepened and enlarged by the actions of the two
most important characters,

the hero and the villain.

Each

plays a standardized role that affords a special kind of
satisfaction to the viewer.

In some kung-fu movies there

are more than one hero as such,
usually there is one lead hero

some a whole band,
(male or female).

but
We will

consider the villain first.
The villain is essentially a scapegoat.
the chief villain a woman)

He

(seldom is

is the cause of all of the

troubles of the kung-fu movie world.

The kung-fu movie

evades the complex issues of life and saves us the effort
of analyzing the sources of our difficulties and frustrations
by presenting every problem as one of personal morality,

sel¬

dom are broader socio-economic or political issues examined
than in a superficial manner.

The villain then must be

a single domineering individual,
tified and defeated.

other

who can eventually be iden¬

Thus the villain is not only a scape¬

goat that can be beaten.

His great charm is that he is con-
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querable and will infallibly be conquered.
most of the story as a colossus,
and power.
futile.

But his strength,

He appears for

formidable in his cunning

though great,

is ultimately

His position is actually weak and rather precarious,

for he has no place nor meaning in a civilized and just society.
If the viewer is terrified of him for a while,

because of his

apparent ruthlessness and dexterity that simply enhances
the relief we feel when he gets beaten,
faction we have in knowing all the time,
"hearts",

and also the satis¬
in our inner most

that he is going to be beaten.

Besides this,
subtle purpose.

the villain also fulfills another, more

He relieves our feelings of aggression

not only by becoming an object of it himself,

but also in a

second and quite different and more defused way.
mitting the various crimes he gains wealth,
But he also receives punishment.

By com¬

fame and power.

Like the popular American

attraction to folk outlaws like Jesse James or Billy the Kid,
or urban gangsters like A1 Capone or John Dillinger,

the

kung-fu movie villain can also be a perversely attractive
character.
The kung-fu villain also shares something of the am¬
biguous character of the scapegoat of classical Western
mythology such as Prometheus or the figure of the Jew in
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medieval European lore,

who commits the act of sin,

ness or taboo-breaking that can be of help to us,

lawless¬

such as

the well-known "bootleg” liquor supplied to so-called
"good citizens" by Prohibition-era gangsters during
America's 1920's.

In a similar vein,

the kung-fu movie

villain removes the taint or penalty attached to the act
by himself undergoing the punishment.

A punishment that

is occasionally even inflicted by the beneficiaries,

e.

g.,

such as the mob beating of the greedy gambling house or
brothel owner by the men who had previously patronized
his establishment

(after the hero's victory of course).

In the better kung-fu movies,

the hypocrisy of the "good

citizens" is often illustrated.
Besides all of this,

the villain has one additional

function.

He contributes to the illusion of the power of

the hero.

His cunning and physical prowess are generally

incredible.

To all he is a worthy antagonist and gives the

hero full scope to demonstrate his courage and fighting
skills.
feat,

However,

though the villain is difficult to de¬

the hero invariably does succeed in beating him even

if at the cost of his own life.
perceive,
hero.

The point,

as we may now

is the villain is tailored to fit the particular

In a well-crafted kung-fu movie,

the villain proves
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to be exactly the kind of evil-doer that is best suited to
hero's peculiar and unique talents.

Often the chief villain

possess a certain weapon that is special,

e.

g.,

a "super¬

sharp" sword forged from a meteorite, unbreakable quarterstaff carved from a mysterious tree,

a special potion that

gives extreme physical strength and endurance or perhaps a
set of exotic weapons which would allow him to easily tear
the pulsating heart out of his victims!
The villain actually serves the hero by offering him
just the kind of strategic and tactical problems that the
hero is best equipped to deal with in the final reel.
Though a skillful scriptwriter seeks to maintain these
illusions,

the villain is really a setup and the hero is

assured of victory because the writer has contrived every¬
thing to that end and to the ultimate satisfaction of the
audience.
However,

the hero contributes even more than the

villain to the "good view" of life set forth in these movies.
He makes the world orderly,

comprehensible and safe by de¬

feating the forms of evil and oppression represented by
the villain.

The hero gives the audience security,

tainity and protection.

cer-

By beating the villain he sets in

motion the scapegoating mechanism which shifts the burden of
guilt from our shoulders as fallible human beings sitting in
the audience.

He can do all of these things because he is
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physically talented,

but more than that he has raw courage

and a strong sense of justice.
In fact,

his most prominent feature is his bravery and

desire to right wrongs;

his technical fighting skills are

actually secondary features.
cated country boy,
knight-errant,

The hero may be an unsophis-

a street-wise private eye,

a honest police officer,

a feudal

a patriotic female

guerrilla leader or a righteous kung-fu grandmaster;

it

really does not matter what his social role was in the
beginning of the film providing that he eventually brings
forth his or her physical prowess and courage in the service
of justice before the end of the film.
And unlike action-oriented films of the American and
European cinema,

it is not entirely uncommon to find a

fighting heroine with skills almost comparable to her male
counterparts.

Though the "damsels-in-distress" types are

frequent in kung-fu movies,

the tough,

semi-Amazon-like

heroine may also be found from time to time.

She may play

a number of social roles such as an undercover government
agent,
errant,

famous martial arts disciple,
etc.

sword-carrying knight-

Thus the kung-fu movies often allow their fe¬

male protagonists a welcomed freedom of movement,

independence

and a central position in the action that is often absent
from American and European films.
out of six

Though perhaps only one

kung-fu films will allow her a lead fighting role.
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Since our present analysis of the kung-fu movies is
m their impact on the Chinese-American male viewer, the
important question about the hero iss

What kind of fantasy

does the hero evoke in the Chinese-American male viewer?
At first glance, the issue might seem to be whether the
Chinese-American male's relation to the hero is one of
identification or dependence.

Upon closer examination,

identification and dependence are not mutually exclusive,
each refers to a different aspect of the Chinese-American
male's reaction, and both are possible at the same time.
The Chinese-American male probably does identify him¬
self with the ethnic hero, making the hero an extension of
his own ego, but only in very general terms.

The hero is

on our side, his actions are beneficial to us as men of
Chinese ancestry, and we feel ourselves in some degree re¬
presented in them.

On the other hand, this representation

occurs at a distance.

The kung-fu movie viewer may identify

himself with the hero to the extent that he tries to cheer
him on to victory, thus getting a vicarious thrill of power.
The viewer is like the spectator at at a basketball or foot¬
ball game,

or a boxing match,

his favorites,

thus identifying himself with

feeling a personal triumph if they win,

and basking in their reflected glory.

Yet always aware that

the players or athletes and not himself are doing the hard
work on which his satisfaction is based (Nevins, 1970)
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There seems "to he li"t"tle doubt; about "the dependence of
the viewer,

since all of the characters in the story depend

on the hero.

The attraction of this genre for the Chinese-

American male is that, though the problem of defeating the
villain and his henchmen may be beyond the powers of the
viewer or of any of the charcters in the story,

he can de¬

pend on the ethnic hero to be victorious in the end of the
film over his enemies,

both Chinese and non-Chinese.

However, what is the socio-psychological importance
of this in a Chinese-American cultural context?

How can

such a description of fantasies and the motivations to which
they correspond,
politics,

be translated into terms of society and

especially in relationship to mental health.

answer to this question,
fully.

The

suggested earlier, may now be given

The point of all the material in this chapter is that

the kung-fu movies is essentially "hokum",

a means of arousing

in the Chinese-American viewer a belief in contrary-to-fact
conditions,

an opiate and a drug, which protects the viewers

from the facts of life by covering him with veils of illusions.
The historical value of the kung-fu movie is that it de¬
scribes daydreams,
forms.

and describes them with a wealth of visual

A knowledge of people's day-dreams may enable us to

progress to an understanding of their desires.

In this way,

a careful study of movies may reveal popular attitudes which
shed light on motivations behind the political,

socio-economic
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history of a given community,
American community (Nevins,

in this case the Chinese-

1970).

Though the kung-fu movie appears non-political on the
surface,

the role of the hero and that of the villain are

saturated with political meanings.

The Chinese-American

male viewer can get tremendous vicarious satisfaction when
the villain is defeated,
belief,

for this victory may confirm his

conscious or unconscious that the good will eventua¬

lly win out.

The kung-fu villain is a fantasy developed

out of an unsafe,

competitive social environment.

villain is a personalization of our grievances,

The

as we

would like to personalize them in the atmosphere of polit¬
ical or social crisis in real life.

For the Chinese-American

male living in a white-dominated society this belief is no
small matter.
The kung-fu hero,

on the other hand,

has many character¬

istics in common with the modern political leader or religious
crusader.

He simplifies life, makes sense of it and gives

it meaning.
tive,
not

But more importantly,

unlike the villain's

his strength is substan¬

"pseudo-strength",

for it is based

just on external variables such as physical strength or

weapons,

but on a sense of justice and a community with the

right things in the universe

(Nevins,

1970).

The condemnation of kung-fu movies as drugs or simple
escapism may be pedantic.
may be a "cure"

For,

if they are a symptom,

they

though the role of media violence in society

is still a debateable issue

(Eysenck & Nias,

1978;

Larsen,

1968).

CHAPTER

III

METHODS

Introduction
The literature reviewed in the previous chapter suggests
that cultural identity conflicts and the viewing of kung-fu
movies are related occurences among Chinese-Americans.
The present study explores the level of assimilation and
acculturation among Chinese-American men and its relationship
to personality,

sex-role conflicts and ethnic identity.

chapter describes in detail the nature of this sample,
instruments,

the procedures,

the null hypotheses,

This
the

the general

design and statistical analysis in this investigation.
Sample
The population studied in this research consisted of
57 Chinese-American men between the ages of 15 to 47 who were
residents of the Greater Boston Metropolitan area.

A small

number was obtained for reasons detailed below.
It is common knowledge among social scientists that
ethnic minority men from bi-lingual/bi-cultural backgrounds
tend to resist participating in studies of this kind
(De la Cancela,
1979) .
torical,

1983;

Garrido,

1984;

Ramirez,

1983;

Zinn,

For Chinese-American men there are a number of his¬
political and cultural factors that have created

this barrier.
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Concerning the historical harrier, before the National
Quota Immigration Law was signed by President Lyndon Johnson
in 1965, probably half of the adult Chinese males in this
country came here illegally (Chen, 1981).

Thus a conspiracy

of silence developed to protect the Chinese-American population
from persecution from racist immigration laws.

Even today

many legal United States citizens have relatives who came
illegally, so that the desire not to reveal information
about oneself or one's family is understandable from this per¬
spective .
As far as the political factors are concerned, many
Chinese immigrants and refugees come from homelands where
the political system is highly authoritarian and that the
power of the police allows for rather limited civil rights.
For instance, a number of my subjects were from Vietnam.
Thus, responding to a questionnaire for a stranger on a
voluntary basis could have unknown negative repercussions.
In addition, a number of immigrants and refugees may reveal
information that could endanger their successful bid for
United States citizenship in the future.
Finally, with respect to cultural factors, in traditional
Chinese society information regarding oneself or one's family
is kept within the extended family structure, especially in
rural villages.

To speak openly about one's family would

appear to be both disrespectful and possibly dangerous
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when dealing with strangers.

The vestiges of this behavior

interacts with the perspectives stated above, thus discouraging
participation in questionnaires used in this type of study
(Appendix A,

B & C).

Data collection began in early March 1984 and was com¬
pleted in early November 1984.

A concerted attempt was made

to include a proportional number of both foreign-born and
United States-born subjects.

The subjects were either

United States citizens or permanent residents

(including

certified refugees).
The subjects participating in this survey constituted a
sample of convenience and were recruited through a number of
methods,

including the use of newspaper ads in the Sampan,

Boston's bi-lingual, Chinese community paper (Appendix D);
through the posting of flyers

(Appendix E)

town and on college campuses;

contacts with Asian-American

student clubs in colleges and high schools;

in Boston's China¬

and through the

cooperation of staff from Charlestown High School Bilingual
program and a number of English As A Second Language programs
in Chinatown as well as through personal acquaintances.

The

Sampan ads proved to be the most productive single method
of recruiting subjects since approximately one-third of the
subjects came through this method.
Unfortunately contact with other potential sources such
as kung-fu schools

(kwoons), Chinatown movie theaters,

youth
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clubs, religious organizations serving the Chinese community,
athletic societies, martial arts supplies stores, and culturalsocial associations proved to be relatively unproductive.
Thus only 57 men were successfully recruited, but even
at that many of the subjects were reluctant to complete
the questionnaire

in its entirety because of their fear or

misunderstanding regarding the nature of the study.
Instruments
The tool that was used for the data collection was a
85-item questionnaire (Appendix Q).

This questionnaire was

divided into three sections:
1.

Chinese American Ethnic Identity Scale.

2. .Cinematic Selection
3.

Personal Background Data

The first section, the Chinese American Ethnic Identity
Scale was designed to determine the level of assimilation
acculturation of the subject.
section,

or

There are 30 items in this

each item carries the maximum value of 5-points.

The range of values goes from 1 to 5 points per item.

The

assumption in this section is that the higher the accummulated
total points scored, the higher the level of modern American
values.

Conversely, the lower the number of points, the

higher the level of traditional Chinese values.

This scale

was adapted from the well-known 50-item Japanese American
Ethnic Identity Questionnaire developed by Matsumoto, Meredith
& Masuda (1970).
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The scores in the Chinese American Ethnic Identity Scale
can range from 30 at the lowest all the way up to 150 at
the highest per subject.
Matsumoto, Meredith and Masuda (1970) stated that ethnic
identification is an important determinant of behavior of
Japanese-Americanss

the magnitude of one's ethnicity is a

function of the extent of the individual's incorporation in¬
to his total ego identity the sense of "Japanese-ness."

The

latter was a reflection of all things, material or abstract,
that are derived from Japanese culture.

The authors developed

an ethnic identity questionnaire that was used to quantify
Japanese-American ethnicity and was applied to three gener¬
ations in Seattle,

Washington.

Their hypothesis of attenua¬

tion with generations was confirmed.
In a subsequent study, Masuda, Matsumoto and Meredith
(1970)

tested the same hypothesis with the same instrument

regarding ethnic identification in three generations of
Japanese-Americans in Honolulu, Hawaii.

Results were simi¬

lar to those described in the previous study and indicated
the high validity of this questionnaire.
Given the high similarities between traditional Chinese
and Japanese cultures

(Sue & Frank,

1980),

I used the origin¬

al 50-item Japanese American Ethnic Identity Questionnaire
in developing the shorter 30-item Chinese-American Ethnic
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Identity Scale for my study.

Repetitious statements were

eliminated and the general text was altered to reflect a
Chinese-oriented focus.

However the theme of the present

Chinese-American Ethnic Identity Scale remains similar to
that of the Japanese-American original.
The second section, Cinematic Selection determines the
attitudes and behavior toward kung-fu movies.

The first

part of this section examines the frequency or how often
the subject views kung-fu movies as well as their opinions
about kung-fu movies (10 items).
The second part of the Cinematic Selection section
attempts to assess the subject's attitudes toward kung-fu
movies using the 21-item Attitudes Toward Kung-Fu Movies
inventory.

The range of values goes from 1 to 5 points.

The higher the total score, the higher is the assumed
positive regard for kung-fu movies on the part of the
subject.

The lowest score would be 21, the highest would

be 105 per subject.
Whereas the items in the Chinese-American Ethnic Identity
Scale section are phrased both in negative and affirmative
directions in order to get more subtle responses (as was
done in the original Japanese-American Ethnic Identity
Questionnaire), the items in the Attitudes Toward Kung-Fu
Movies inventory are all phrased in the affirmative direction
in order to facilitate easier scoring.

The purpose of the Attitudes Toward Kung-Fu Movies
is to determine the level of positive regard for kungfu movies by eliciting responses to a set of affirmative
statements regarding kung-fu movies.
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The Personal Background Data section consists of 24 items
seeking to gain demographic information such as date of birth,
income level, religion, educational background, marital status
and others (Dillman, 1978),
Procedures
The subjects had the option of participating in the
studying either by completing the questionnaire on their own
(using the stamped, self-addressed envelope furnished by me)
through a face-to-face interview.
es were mailed back to me, six

Twenty-five questionnair¬

were hand-delivered; the re¬

mainder were completed through face-to-face interviews con¬
ducted by me (with the exception of five that were done by a
bi-lingual Chinese-American public school teacher).
Arrangements were made for completing the questionnaire
in the most convenient mode.
Subjects were informed that their responses would be
kept confidential and anonymous.

Parental release forms were

available for underaged subjects (Appendix F).

Those subjects

interested in the results of the study were promised they
would receive an abstract at the completion of the investiga¬
tion if they provided their names and addresses which were
kept separate from the responses.

50%)

Most subjects (little over

were interested in getting the abstract.
The length of the personal face-to-face interviews varied

from fifteen minutes to a half-hour depending on the willingness
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of "the subject bo complete "the entire questionnaire or his
level of understanding regarding the purpose and content
of the survey.

Face-to-face interviews were conducted

using a mixture of English and the Cantonese/Toishanese
dialect.

This dialect is common among lower income Chinese

immigrants and refugees.

All of the subjects who completed

these interviews had at least a fair level of fluency.
The administration of the face-to-face interviews tended
to be logistically complex since typically these subjects
were recent immigrants or refugees with limited English
skills.

These interviews took place at the site of English

As A Second Language programs in Boston's Chinatown.

I got

permission first from both the administrators and teachers
of these programs before approaching the students.

I ex¬

plained in great detail to the staff my reasons for conduct¬
ing this survey.

The potential subjects were then informed

by their teachers that they could refuse without penalty and
that their participation would be of a strictly voluntary
nature.

At the beginning of the interview,

I made consider¬

able efforts to establish rapport and overcome distrust.
As the investigations got under way,
change was made,

one procedural

namely the offering of $5*00 renumeration

for participating was made.

This change was made in September

of 1984 in order to improve recruitment and stimulate greater
involvement.

Only one participating subject refused payment

after this payment was initiated.
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Statement of the null hypotheses
The popularity of kung-fu movies among Chinese-American
men has been estimated to be high.

However there are no de¬

finitive surveys available to indicate the exact level of
this popularity,

just common-sense observations.

This study

is an attempt to provide some "hard" data in ascertaining the
level of popularity.
The popularity of these movies has been explained as a
result of various causative factors:
ethnic,

socio-cultural or

social deprivation, minority status and sex-role

conflicts.

The exact nature of the interaction of these

factors has not always been clear.
In order to test some of the etiological theories proposted in the literature,
of hypotheses.

this researcher formulated a number

This investigation studied a sample of

Chinese-American men to test the general hypothesis that
levels of acculturation or assimilation of Chinese-American
men would determine their attitudes toward kung-fu movies as
well as how often they viewed them.
The following are the null hypotheses:
1.

There are no significant relationships in the fre¬

quency of kung-fu movie viewing across age categories.
2.

There are no significant relationships in the fre¬

quency of kung-fu movie viewing across country of birth.
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3.

There are no significant relationships in the fre¬

quency of kung-fu movie viewing across categories of length
of stay.
There are no significant relationships in the fre¬
quency of kung-fu movie viewing across categories of employ¬
ment status.
5.

There are no significant relationships in the fre¬

quency of kung-fu movie viewing acorss
6.

job title categories.

There are no significant relationships in the fre¬

quency of kung-fu movie viewing across levels of income.
7.

There are no significant relationships in the fre¬

quency of kung-fu movie viewing across levels of education.
8.

There are no significant relationships in the fre¬

quency of kung-fu movie viewing across the experiences of
living in or traveling to Asia.
9.

There are no significant relationships in the fre¬

quency of kung-fu movie viewing across stands on political
issues.
10.

There are no significant relationships in the fre¬

quency of kung-fu movie viewing across ethnic identification
categories.
11.

There are no significant relationships in the fre¬

quency of kung-fu movie viewing across martial arts training
backgrounds.
12.

There are no significant relationships in the fre¬

quency of kung-fu movie viewing across martial arts spectatorship experiences.
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13.

There are no significant relationships in the fre¬

quency of kung-fu movie viewing across levels of English flu¬
ency.
14.

There are no significant relationships in the fre¬

quency of kung-fu movie viewing across levels of Mandarin flu¬
ency.
15.

There are no significant relationships in the fre¬

quency of kung-fu movie viewing across levels of Cantonese/
Toishanese fluency.
16.

There are no significant relationships in the fre¬

quency of kung-fu movie viewing across the subjects' scores
on the CAEIS (Chinese-American Ethnic Identity Scale).
17.

There are no significant relationships in the fre¬

quency of kung-fu movie viewing across the subjects' scores
on the ATKFM (Attitudes Toward Kung-Fu Movies).
18.

There are no significant relationships across the

subjects' scores on the CAEIS and the statement that kung-fu
movies generally contribute to cultural pride and community
unity.
19.
subjects'

There are no significant relationships across the
scores on the CAEIS and the statement that kung-fu

movies produce good role models for young Chinese-Americans.
20.
subjects'
the ATKFM.

There are no significant relationships across the
scores on the CAEIS and the subjects' scores on
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Statistical analysis
Design and statistical analysis is based on the fact
that this study was conceptualized as a descriptive and
correlational design, no experimental manipulation was ever
intended.

All subjects who participated in this survey con¬

stituted a sample of convenience drawn from the Greater
Boston Metropolitan area.
The statistical analysis of the data consisted of
Chi-Square Contingency Analysis and Correlational Analysis
(Pearson Product-Moment Correlation Coefficient).

The level

of significance was established at the .05 level.

All results

were calculated through the use of a computer.

The Statistical

Package for the Social Sciences—SPSS (Nie, Hull, Jenkins,
Steinbrenner & Bent, 1975) provided the necessary statistical
operations on the prepared data.

CHAPTER

IV

RESULTS OF THE STUDY

Following the data collection and scoring procedures
described in Chapter III, the data were analyzed statistical¬
ly!

This chapter presents the results of these analyses in

relation to the null hypotheses.
Descriptive data
In the process of cross-tabulating all variables, cer¬
tain descriptive data were produced which may help the
reader gain an overall view of the sample utilized for
this study.
Table 1 shows the means and standard deviations for
the total sample on the following variables:

age and months

in the United States for both United States and foreign-born
subjects.
Table 1
Means and Standard Deviations of Selected Variables for
Total Sample

SD

Variable

Mean

Age

24-.6?

•7.38

135.61

126.75

Months in the United States
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Table 2 shows the means and standard deviations for
the total sample on the following variables:

CAEIS scores

and ATKFM scores.
Table 2
Means and Standard Deviations of Selected
Variables for
Total Sample

Variable

Mean

SD

CAEIS Scores (total average)

2.83

.34

ATKFM Scores (total average)

2.13

..76

As an explanatory note to the preceding Table 2 it
should be emphasized that only 24 subjects actually com¬
pleted all the items on both the CAEIS and ATKFM.

Con¬

sequently I have used the average score, regardless of
the number of items completed in these two inventories
across all 57 subjects in order to provide a more accurate
profiel.

In other words, the subject's average score is

used rather than the subject's total scores because of the
limited number of completions.
Table 3 shows the percentages for the total sample
on marital status.
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Table 3
Percentages of Marital Status for Total Sample

Variable

Percentage

Married

22.8$

Unmarried

73.7%

Unknown

1.8$

Note that in Table 3 that the majority of the
subjects were unmarried:

73.7$.

Table 4 shows the percentages for the total sample
on educational level.
Table 4
Percentages of Educational Levels for Total Sample

Percentage

Variable

No Formal Schooling

1.8#

Completed Grade School

1.8$

Some High School

21.1#

Completed High School

22.8$

Some College or Technical School

21.1#

Completed College (four years)

12.3#

continued

Table 4
Percentages of Educational Levels for Total Sairml p

Variable

Percentage

Some Graduate School

3.5#

Graduate Degree

5.3#

Unknown

10.5$

Note that at least 65$ or more of the subjects
had completed high school

(Table 4).

Table 5 shows the percentages for the total sample
on income levels.
Table 5
Percentages of Income Levels for Total Sample

Variable

Percentage

Less than $3,000 annually (1982)

4o.4%>

$3,000 to 4,999

n

$5,000 to 6,999

li

1.8%

$7,000 to 9,999

li

7.0%

$10,000 to 12,999

li

5.3%

$13,000 to 15,999

li

3.5%

$16,000 to 19,999

ll

1.8%

Over $20,000

li

10.5%

Unknown

3.5%

26.3%

Note that at least 4o.4%o of the subjects had an
annual

(1982)

income of less than $3»000

(Table 5).
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Table 6 shows the percentages for the total sample
on countries of birth.
Table 6
rui ouuaunea ox Dixon xor

Variable

ioxai oampie

Percentages

United States of America

35.1%

China

17.5%

Taiwan

5.3%

Hong Kong

19.3%

Vietnam

17.5%

Burma

1.8#

Caribbean Area

1.8%

Others

1.8#

Note that in Table 6 35.1# of the subjects were
United States-born, while the remainder were foreign-born.
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Finally,

59$ of the subjects reported full or

part-time employment and 80.7# reported current school
attendance.

With respect to occupation,

in restaurant or hotel service work,

14# were engaged

22# were engaged in

other general service employment such as building main¬
tenance or hospital aides,

and 19# were engaged in pro¬

fessional-level employment.
Results of the statistical analysis
Hypothesis 1«.

There is no significant relationship

between age and the frequency of kung-fu movie viewing.
The results were not statistically significant and the
null hypothesis was accepted indicating no relationship
between age and the frequency of kung-fu movie viewing
(r =

.06;

p =

.316).

Hypothesis 2:

There is no significant relationship

between the country of birth and the frequency of kung-fu
movie viewing.

The results are statistically significant

and the null hypothesis was rejected indicating a relation¬
ship between the country of birth and the frequency of kung-fu
movie viewing.

This means that subjects bom in the United

States tend to view kung-fu movies more frequently than
those subjects born in foreign countries.
those results.

Table 7 presents
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Table 7
Summary of Chi-Square on Country of Birth and the Frequency
Kung-Fu Movie Viewing

Country of Birth

Frequency

Once or More

Less than

per Month

Once per Month

United States-bom

15

5

9

28

Foreign-bom

Chi-Square = 11.68;

Hypothesis 3:

df = 1* jd =

.001

There is no significant relationship be¬

tween the length of stay (months)

in the United States and

the frequency of kung-fu movie viewing.

The results were

statistically significant and the null hypothesis was reject¬
ed indicating a relationship between the number of months in
the United States and the frequency of kung-fu movie viewing.
A low to moderate correlation was found between the
number of months in the United States and the frequency of
kung-fu movie viewing.

The correlation was in the negative
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direction (r = -.48;

2 = .001) indicating that subjects who

had been living in the United States for a shorter time
tended to view kung-fu movies with greater frequency.
Hypothesis 4{

There is no significant relationship

between employment status and the frequency of kung-fu
movie viewing.

The results were not statistically signifi¬

cant and the null hypothesis was accepted indicating no re¬
lationship between employment status and the frequency of
kung-fu movie viewing (X2 = 3.11*
Hypothesis 5:

df= 3. p=.37).

There is no significant relationship

between job title and the frequency of kung-fu movie view¬
ing.

The results were not statistically significant and

the null hypothesis was accepted indicating no relationship
between job title and the frequency of kung-fu movie viewing
(X2 = 3.29i

df = 7t £ =

Hypothesis 6:

.86).

There is not significant relationship

between income and the frequency of kung-fu movie viewing.
The results were not statistically significant and the null
hypothesis was accepted indicating no relationship between

2
income and the frequency of kung-fu movie viewing (X
df =

7; £ =

= 3.29;

.86).

Hypothesis 7:

There is no significant relationship be¬

tween education and the frequency of kung-fu movie viewing.
The results were statistically significant and the null hypowas rejected indicating a significant relationship between
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education and the frequency of kung-fu movie viewing.

This

meant that the subjects who had post-secondary schooling
(college or technical school) would tend to view kung-fu
movies more frequently than those with high school education
or less.

The results are presented in Table 8.

Table 8
Summary of Chi-Square on Education and Freauencv of Kun£r-Fi]
Movie Viewing

Education

Frequency

Once or More

Less than

per Month

Once per Month

High School Graduate

6

21

16

8

or less
Post-Secondary School

Chi-Square = 4.80;

Hypothesis 8:

df = 1; p =

.05

There is no significant relationship

between the stand on political issues and the frequency
of kung-fu movie viewing.

The results are not statistically

and the null hypothesis is accepted indicating no relation
ship between the stand on political issues and the frequency
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of kung-fu movie viewing (X2 = 4.07;
Hypothesis 9;

df = 4, p =

.3963).

There is no significant relationship

between ethnic identification categories and the frequency
of kung-fu movie viewing.

The results are not statistically

significant and the null hypothesis was accepted indicating
no relationship between ethnic identification and the fre¬
quency of kung-fu movie viewing (X2 = 6.47*

df = 3* p =

.0908).
Hypothesis 10«.

There is no significant relationship

between martial arts training and the frequency of kung-fu
movie viewing.

The results are not statistically significant

and the null hypothesis was accepted indicating no relation¬
ship between martial arts training and the frequency of kungfu movie viewing (X
Hypothesis 11:

=

.02;

df = 1; p =

.7490).

There is no significant relationship

between martial arts spectatorship and the frequency of
kung-fu movie viewing.

The results are not statistically

significant indicating no relationship between martial arts
spectatorship and the frequency of kung-fu movie viewing
(X2 =

.026;

df = 1; p =

Hypothesis 12:

.8729).

There is no significant relationship

between English fluency and the frequency of kung-fu movie
viewing.

The results are statistically significant and the

null hypothesis was rejected,

thus indicating a significant

relationship between English fluency and the frequency of
kung-fu movie viewing.

Table 9 presents the results.
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Table 9
Summary of Chi-Square on English Fluency and Frequency of
Kung-Fu Movie Viewing.

English Fluency

Frequency

Once or More

Less than

per Month

Once per Month

Excellent to Good

18

9

Fair

0

7

Poor

2

11

Chi-Square = 15.5;

Hypothesis 14;

df = 2; jd =

.001

There is no significant relationship

between Mandarin dialect fluency and the frequency of kung-fu
movie viewing.

The results are not statistically significant

and the null hypothesis was accepted indicating no relation¬
ship between Mandarin fluency and the frequency of kung-fu
movie viewing (X^ = 6.66;
Hypothesis 15;

df = 3; £=

.0837).

There is no significant relationship

between Cantonese/Toishanese dialect fluency and the frequency
of kung-fu movie viewing.

The results appear to indicate a

positive correlation of near-significance of

.0578 which is
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too large to be accepted as significant.

However it does

constitute a trend although the null hypothesis has to be
accepted (X2 =

7.49, df = 3; £ = .0578).

Hypothesis 16:

There is no significant relationship

between the scores on the Chinese-American Ethnic Identity
Scale and the frequency of kung-fu movie viewing.

The re¬

sults are not statistically significant and the null hypo¬
thesis was accepted indicating no relationship between the
scores on the CAEIS and the frequency of kung-fu movie
viewing (r = -.19; £ = 1.22).
Hypothesis 17:

There is no significant relationship

between the scores on the ATKFM and the frequency of kungfu movie viewing.

The results are statistically significant

and the null hypothesis was rejected indicating a moderately
negative relationship between the scores on the ATKFM and
the frequency of kung-fu movie viewing (r = -.39# £ =

.005).

This meant that subjects who had affirmative or favorable
attitudes toward kung-fu movies based on ATKFM scores tended
to view kung-fu movies less frequently.
Hypothesis 18:

There is no significant relationship

between the scores on the CAEIS and the statement that kung-fu
movies generally contributed to cultural pride and community
unity.
The results are statistically significant and the null
hypothesis was rejected indicating a moderately positive re
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lationship between the scores on the CAEIS and statement
that kung-fu movies generally contributed to cultural pride
and community unity (r =

.3465; p =

.05).

This meant that

subjects who were more assimilated or acculturated based
on the CAEIS tended to agree with the statement that kung-fu
movies generally contributed to cultural pride and community
unity.
Hypothesis 19:

There is no significant relationship

between the scores on the CAEIS and the statement that kungfu movies produce good role models for young Chinese-Americans.
The results are statistically significant and the null
hypothesis was rejected indicating a moderately positive
relationship between the scores on the CAEIS and the state¬
ment that states that kung-fu movies produce good role models
for young Chinese-Americans

(r = 34; p =

.05).

This means

that subjects who were more assimilated or acculturated
based on CAEIS scores tended to agree with the statement
that kung-fu movies produce good role models for young ChineseAmericans .
Hypothesis 20:

There is no significant relationship

between the scores on the CAEIS and the scores on the ATKFM.
The results are statistically significant and the null
hypothesis was rejected indicating a moderately positive re-,
lationship between the score on the CAEIS and the scores on
the ATKFM (r =

.37; p =

.05).

This meant that the subjects

who were more assimilated or acculturated based on the CAEIS
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scores tended to have more affirmative or favorable
attitudes toward kung-fu movies based on the ATKFM scores
This positive correlation appears to offer some evidence
that high acculturation and enjoyment of kung-fu movies
are not mutually exclusive.

CHAPTERV
DISCUSSIONS AND IMPLICATIONS

The statistical analysis of the data on ethnic
identity,

stereotypes and sex-role issues and the relation¬

ship of kung-fu movies on acculturation will he examined
here.

This chapter will review the implications of these

findings,

discuss the methodological limitations,

and

make recommendations for future research in this area.
Profile of the kung-fu movie viewer
Based on the data in this study there appears to be no
significant correlation between age and the frequency of
kung-fu movie viewing.
However there does appear to be a significant cor¬
relation between birth place and frequency of viewing.
Subjects who are United States-born appear to be more
frequent viewers than foreign-born subjects.
In addition there is a significant negative corre¬
lation between number of months in the United States and
the frequency of viewing,

which probably means that recent

immigrants and refugees as well as younger United Statesborn subjects are more frequent viewers than older United
States-born subjects or subjects who though foreign-born
have lived in this country for many years.

The lower fre¬

quency of viewing by older subjects may be due to the in-
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creased work and family responsibilities which they ex¬
perience.

Recent immigrants and refugees may not be

ready to enjoy American movies due to limited Englishspeaking ability and cultural understanding.

However

there may be new immigrants and refugees who speak English
well,

but appear to prefer the kung-fu movies anyway.
In terms of employment status,

there appears to be

no significant correlation between employment status and
the frequency of viewing.
In addition there are no significant correlation bejob title,

income level and the frequency of viewing,

thus

indicating that the frequency of kung-fu movie viewing is
probably fairly heterogeneous in terms of socio-ecomic
status as measured by job title and income level.
However those subjects with post-secondary school ed¬
ucation tended to be higher frequency viewers than those
with only secondary school education or less,

thus education

may be a factor in the frequency of viewing.
There is no significant correlation between stand on
political issues or ethnic identification and the frequency
of viewing.

This appears to indicate that kung-fu movie

probably appeals equally to both conservatives and liberals
as well as others along the political spectrum.

The same

appears to be true among those subjects who label themselves
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differently in terras of ethnic identification categories,
for example, Chinese vs. Chinese-Americans,
Furthermore,

etc.

there are no significant correlations be¬

tween martial arts training and martial arts spectatorship
(watching exhibitions,

demonstrations,

and the frequency of viewing.

tournaments,

etc.)

This appears to indicate

that active or passive involvement in the martial arts
has no significant relationship to the frequency of viewing.
However there is a significant positive correlation be¬
tween English fluency and the frequency of viewing thus in¬
dicating that United States-born subjects as well as immigrants
or refugees with strong English fluency are more frequent
viewers.
Regarding fluency in the Mandarin or Cantonese/Toishanese
dialects as indicators of frequency of viewing,

the present

data yielded no significant correlation in in reference to
dialects.

However these was a near-significant positive cor-

orelation (.0578 level)

between Cantonese/Toishanese fluency

and kung-fu movie viewing.
In so far as determining whether the scores on the CAEIS
which measure acculturation or assimilation had any correlation
with the frequency of viewing,

the results proved significant.
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There was a significant positive correlation between
scores on the ATKFM and the frequency of viewing.

This

appears to indicate that subjects who had positive attitudes
toward kung-fu movies had the time, money or opportunity
to view kung-fu movies more frequently than those subjects
who had less positive attitudes.
Furthermore there was a significant positive correlation
between scores on the CAEIS and the statements that kung-fu
movies generally contribute to cultural pride and community
unity and secondly,

that kung-fu movies produce good role

models for young Chinese-Americans thus indicating that high
assimilation or acculturation is positively related to favor¬
able attitudes toward kung-fu movie viewing.
Finally,

there was a significant positive correlation

between the scores on the CAEIS and the scores on the ATKFM,
again reinforcing the notion that high assimilation or accult¬
uration is related to a more favorable attitude towards kungfu movies.
As an attempt to determine the profile of a relatively
high frequency kung-fu movie viewer (once a month or more)
based on the present data, we can perhaps say that he is
probably young,

late teens to perhaps early thirties,

fluent in English,

with some type of post-secondary schooling,

though not necessarily college.
or recent arrival,

rather

He is usually American-born

but both have a fair amount of leisure
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time or available income to watch these movies, either at
the movie theater,
corders.

on television or on video cassette re¬

This profile of the high frequency viewer would

appear to e_xclude older, foreign-bom adults with limited
education and heavy family responsibilities.

In reference

to this latter group, Lee (1979) states that:
Many of these [^garment and restaurant] workers have
to work 12 hours a day in restaurants or factories
with only 5 or 6 hours of sleep each day.

They lack

union protection, health insurance, and retirement .
plans.

(p. 677)

It is my basic contention that the popularity of
kung-fu movies among Chinese-American men is an attempt to
maintain a bi-cultural or multi-cultural perspective on
social reality, to foster a psychological sense of control,
however vicarious.

This need for control can come from

a number of Sources.
According to Sue (1980):
Presumably, many Asian-American youths experience a
great deal of conflict between Asian and Western
cultures and hence, have an identity conflict (Sommers,
i960).

One could argue that the notions of assimilation

and culture conflict are sufficient to explain the
attitudes and behaviors of Asian-Americans.

From

this view, Asian-Americans are striving to become
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successful in entering American mainstream culture in
education,

occupations,

and social relationships.

Nevertheless, many feel alienated,

anxious and angry

since prejudices and discrimination still exist and
structural assimilation is still limited.

(p.

298)

The kung-fu movies allow the Chinese-American male
too see Chinese men presented in a more heroic and romantic
image than is normally available through the American mass
media.
This alienation and sense of social isolation among
Chinese-American males have been well-documented by other
researchers.

Back in 1971.

Sue and Frank (1980) undertook

an effort to do a psychological study of Chinese and Japanese
American college males at the University of California,
Berkeley campus.
According to Sue and Frank:
In that study all of the entering men were clustered
into highly homogeneous subgroups on the basis of
their initial profile similarities on several important
psychological tests considered simultaneously,

and be¬

havioral measures with which to evaluate the clusters
were obtained after four academic years.

Thus individ¬

uals were c-onsidered in a more real life fashion than is
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usually possible and,
ing within clusters,

because of the extensive match¬
an approach was made toward

effective experimental design.

Only later were the

Asian members of the class identified.
As a result of this extensive study,

a number of important

observations were made available:
1.

The dominant personality characteristics exhibited by

Asian-American college males—such as the avoidance of ab¬
stract theoretical approaches,
liking for structure,

low tolerance for ambiguity,

and the tendency to evaluate ideas on

the basis of immediate practical applications—seem related
to cultural patterns stressing well-defined role expectations,
formality in interpersonal relations,

adherence to family

tradition and familial emphases on pragmatism.
2.

The usual choice of vocation among these students

appears to be consistent with scholastic abilities,
ity traits,

and minority status.

For example,

pressed interests in the physical sciences,
trades,

personal¬

greater ex¬

skilled technical

and business-detail occupations with lower interests

in social sciences,

sales and verbal linguistic fields are

consistent with verbal and somewhat elevated quantitative
skills.
3.

In this study there were some perceived differences

between the Japanese and the Chinese-American students.
The Japanese-American students showed a more pronounced in-
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terest in the blue collar,
occupations.

outdoor and physically active

Historically,

the Japanese in the United States

have tended to live in predominantly rural settings and engaged
m farming while the Chinese have opted for the urban areas.
Consequently it was not surprising that the backgrounds of
each ethnic group were reflected in the occupational interests
of these college students.
^.

Relative to the test scores of the non-Asian

(largely white)

students,

the Asian-American students ad¬

mitted to more attitudes and behaviors that characterized
socially alienated individuals.
of isolation,
anxiety,

loneliness,

They expressed more feelings

social impotence, rejection,

and

and they admitted to being unduly nervous and

worried.
Sue and Frank (1980) warn that cultural factors are
operating in these tests to bias the results.
tunately,

But unfor¬

culturally non-biased instruments are difficult to

find if indeed they exist at all.

So extreme caution must

be used in interpreting the meaning of these findings.

Furthermore, Sue and Frank state that their results
do not indicate that Asian-Americans are more inherently
maladjusted than their non-Asian counterparts.

Rather it is

their belief that these findings indicate that Asian-Americans
are experiencing greater emotional distress and anguish in a
frequently intolerant society and may represent a strong
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criticism of some of the practices and assumptions in
American society.
To understand the implications of this cultural stress
we need to look more closely at the role of kung-fu movies
in the Chinese-American community.

But before we do so,

let us look at the following statement by Sue (1980):
The individual attempting to live life according to a
certain Asian culture is unable to do so because of a
structural nonacceptance of a truly pluralistic society.

An attempt to be completely assimilated and accepted is
currently impossible in view of the inequalities in
socities (by moving in the direction of a bicultural
orientation, many Asian-Americans are trying to control
their own lives and define themselves).

What I am ar¬

guing is that the identity conflict and alienation among
Asian-Americans involve the lack of control and choice,
rather than an inability to choose one's cultural identity.
Some Asian-Americans may prefer to assimilate, to remain
traditionally ethnic, or to integrate cultures.

Their

lack of choice or helplessness is the primary problem.
(p.

298)

To better understand this bi-cultural identity conflict
the role of kung-fu movies in the Chinese-American community
needs to be examined closely.
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Role of kung-fu movies in the Chinese-American community
The interest of kung-fu movies to the social scientist
is that they shed light on the people who view them.

By

studying the fantasies contained in these movies, one may
gather a description of their viewers, in terms of their
unsatisfied motivational drives (Schlobin,

1982).

Thus, these movies are the more illuminating the more
unrealistic and inaccurate they are.

It is precisely by

their inaccuracies that they reveal attitudes and emotions
of the audience to which they cater.
To the historian

or social scientist concerned with

popular opinion among Chinese-Americans, this medium is
of particular* interest for two reasons.
In the first place,
are a mass medium.
heterogeneous.

it is large, because kung-fu movies

And in the second place, it is extremely

Kung-fu movies appeal to different types of

Chinese-American viewers, to the "high-brows" as well as
"low-brows."

The enjoyment of these movies is rather

widespread, a habit to which the educated also adhere to.
By the way of illustration, at the time of this writing
(Spring-Summer 1985) in Boston's Chinatown there are three
"double-featured" movie theaters, meaning that for the
admission ticket one can see two different movies (an un¬
common situation now among the mainstream movie theaters).
One theater has a single screen, while another is a
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"twin cinema" and the other is a "tri-cinema" meaning
there are six screens altogether.

At any afternoon or

evening seven days a week, there are a minimum of six
kung-fu movies playing in Chinatown (a kung-fu movie is
usually paired with a comedy, melodrama, romance or "soft¬
core

pornographic-erotic feature).

However this does not in

elude the number of video cassette rented in Chinatown,
which probably averages a dozen kung-fu movie rentals
per store weekly among five or six stores.

In addition,

there are kung-fu movies shown on both unpaid television
(for example, Channel 64 WSTG Independent) and cable
televsion (for example, Channel PRV SelecTV) fairly
regularly.
In the Chinatown theaters, the movies are shown in
Mandarin or Cantonese, complete with both Chinese and
English sub-titles.
English.

On television they are dubbed in

While on the video cassettes they are in Mandarin

or Cantonese, but are. also dubbed in English or Vietnamese
(for Chinese ethnics from Vietnam as well as native
Vietnamese).
In addition, Hong Kong-published movie fan magazines
are

very popular in Chinatown.

These magazines regularly

publish articles (some in English) on kung-fu movies and
their stars.
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If we credit the Freudian view that socially dangerous
impulses can be gotten rid of by removing them to the level
of fantasy in terms of sublim-ation,

then kung-fu movies

could be described as a harmless safety valve,

a wholesome

therapy serving a desirable social purpose.

And yet one

may wonder if this view is entirely correct,

if fantasy and

real life are actually so inter-related.

To some extent

we may build our reallife around our fantasy,

if so,

sensational literature or movies may not so much rid us
of dangerous drives as reinforce them and reshape them
(Nevins,

1970).

In any case,

if kung-fu movies are not so sinister

as they first appear from analysis, neither are they as
frivolous as some critics have

judged them.

they cater to are compelling and basic,

The drives

and relate ultimate¬

ly to the struggle for self-preservation and respect.

These

denials of reality are rooted in an acute sensitivity to the
world's failure to provide beauty,
above all,

justice.

order,

community,

and

This disappointment generates fantasies

that at their worst are sentimental escapism;

at their best

they offer imaginative alternatives to reality that embody
ideal solutions to problems that are otherwise uncontrollable
(Becker,

1973).

For the Chinese-American community the kung-fu movies
appear to offer those idealized solutions.
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The extent and variety of the Chinese-American kung-fu
movie audience (both men and women) would argue a surprising
degree of commonality in Chinese or Asian cultures, at least
in respects to the demand for the particular fantasies which
these movies purvey.

Since these appeal, not only to many

viewers, but to different kinds of viewers, they reveal
attitudes and needs that are broadly distributed.

To re¬

peat an earlier statement, a study of the stereotypes in
the kung-fu movies, there, will reveal to us attitudes and
opinions, if not universal, occur in the Chinese-American
communities with significant regularity.
What little realism kung-fu movies possess usually
lie on the surface and does not extend to the characters
or to the action.

The notion that they give a literal

representation of Chinese or Asian culture, past or present
may be generally rejected at the outset.

Far from being

realistic, they constitute a highly conventional visual
medium.

This does not argue, however, that kung-fu movies

are completely disassociated from Chinese or Asian culture.
On the contrary, their immense popularity with Chinese
people throughout the world (and more recently in the
People’s Republic of China since changes in the political
climate have taken place) would suggest that they are an
impressive portent of East Asian culture.
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The basic allure, of course, is the action:

the ad¬

renalin rush of watching a single hero battle a horde of
villains; the powerful satisfaction when the good guys
finally smash the evil-doers in the fulfillment of noble
revenge and the artistic display of devasting physical
force unleashed on the deserving.
The plots of kung-fu movies are often criticized for
being simplistic and predictable.

Yet this simplicity

may be the genre's strongest attraction.

Agreed that the

storylines are often repetitive, but popular fairy tales
and myths through the world are repetitive.

Thus, they

speak to some deep, archetypal patterns (Campbell, 19^9).
And in spite of the inherent limitations of this genre,
the kung-fu films have an enormous artistic potential
which has been tapped by some highly skilled filmmakers.
By fully developing the simple structures, sophisticated
filmmakers are able to explore a range of often subtle
emotions and reveal the ambiguity of success and failure,
of good and evil.
Most importantly, the kung-fu movies are limited to
the human scale.

Unlike the James Bond movies and others

of the American or European super-spy tradition which
often border on the science-fictional genre, the power of
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the kung-fu heroes and villains are ultimately restricted
to the strength of their body and spirit.-

Death machines

or doomsday computers of whatever sort rarely play an im¬
portant role.

Thus, the Chinese-American kung-fu movie

viewers are "returned" to an earlier historical period
when the single warrior was generally tested in personal
face-to-face combat rather than to become an anonymous
killer with a machine gun or fighter-bomber.

This in¬

dividualized form of combat evokes images of another age,
real or contrived, where physical strength and personal
courage could make a difference.

For the Chinese-American

male, living as part of an ethnic minority in a white-dom¬
inated society this fantasy can be quite compelling in its
appeal.
Conclusion
The widespread and sustained popularity of kung-fu
movies among Chinese-American males is principally due to
the very elements which make them unrealistic, namely their
conventions.

These conventions have been fairly constant

in the sixty odd years of this genre, amid all the variations
of setting and filmcraft development.

The long persistence

and regular re-occurence of these stereotypes afford at
least a presumption that they are essential to the kung-fu
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movies continued vogue.

Their basic role is clear.

They

are wish-fulfillment fantasies designed to produce certain
agreeable sensations in the viewer, to foist upon him certain
illusions

he wants to entertain and which he goes to these

movies to find.
The charm of kung-fu movies lie neither in originality
nor in artistic merit, though they may possess both of these
qualities.

It consist rather in the repetition of a formula

that through trial and error has been found pleasing.

The

Chinese-American male viewer attends these movies not to
have a new experience, but to have an experience he has al¬
ready had.

It is true that many of these movies introduce

elements of novelty in the background and setting, and the
best of them unquestionably show great skill in plot-develop¬
ment, characterization and innovative camera-action.

Such

amenities however, serve not so much to change the formula
as to render it more palatable to the more sophisticated
viewer.

The well-educated part of the kung-fu movie audience

shows no unwillingness to accept the basic kung-fu movie for¬
mula, but just a fastidious distaste for its cruder or more
poorly-crafted expressions.
Summary
The main purpose of this study was to investigate the
relationship between kung-fu movie viewing and acculturation
among Chinese-American males.
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A sample of 57 Chinese-American males were drawn from
the Greater Boston Metropolitan area through newspaper ads,
printed flyers and personal requests.
in interviews were utilized.

Face-to-face and mail-

This constituted a sample of

convenience.
Etiological factors related to stereotypes,

sex-role

conflicts and ethnic identity patterns were explored in
this study.
The subjects were administrated a 85-item questionnaire.
The questionnaire included a 30-item Chinese-American Ethnic
Scale inventory used to determine the level of acculturation
and assimilation.

Also included was a 21-item Attitudes To¬

ward Kung-Fu Movies inventory used to determine the level of
affective regard for kung-fu movies.
The results of the above inventories were significant
in terms of developing a useful profile of the high or low
frequency kung-fu movie viewer.

Relationships between

the frequency of subjects' kung-fu movie-viewing behavior
and demographic data proved to be significant.
The profile that emerged from the data indicated that
the high frequency kung-fu movie viewer typically is rela¬
tively young»

late teens to early thirties, U. S,-born or

recent arrival,

has strong English fluency,

has post-secondary

schooling and probably has adequate leisure time or discretion¬
ary income to view kung-fu movies at least once a month or more
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Based on the present data it appears that although
kung-fu movies appeal to a genereally heterogeneous crosssection of the Chinese-American male population,

they tend

to be viewed by and enjoyed more by the younger,

better-

educated, English-speaking portion.

Thus supporting the

hypothesis that there exist a significant relationship be¬
tween the role of kung-fu movies and level of acculturation
among Chinese-American males.
sidered conclusive,

This evidence cannot be con¬

but it does point in this direction.
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Limitation of the study
Both the size and the composition of the sample repre¬
sented major limitations in this investigation.
sample (N = 57)»
search,

The small

though satisfactory for exploratory re¬

does not lend itself to generalization about the

population of Chinese-American men.
The size and composition of the sample were determined
by the fact that the subjects were volunteers who responded
to newspaper ads,

printed flyers or personal requests.

was a sample of convenience.

This

No attempts were made to assure

that the sample would be representative of the Chinese-American
male population in the Greater Boston Metropolitan area.

The

subjects were selected by their willingness to participate,
irrespective of the final composition.

Thus the subjects

were probably more open-minded and less suspicious than their
counterparts who did not cooperate in this study.
Another major limitation in this study was the issue of
validity regarding the Chinese-American Ethnic Identity Scale.
The CAEIS was based on the Japanese-American Ethnic Identity
Questionnaire

(Matsumoto, Meredith & Masuda,

1970).

The

JAEIQ was a questionnaire developed to determine the level of
acculturation and assimilation among Japanese-Americans.
JAEIQ was proven valid through subsequent research.

The

The CAEIS

was developed on the assumption that Chinese and JapaneseAmericans shared similar traditional values and faced
similar problems in American society (Sue & Frank,

1980)
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Implications for future research
In studying the prevalence of stereotypes, sex-role
conflicts and ethnic identity of Chinese-American men and
the role of kung-fu movies as an indicator of bi-cultural
identity development one is led to a series of interesting
questions on the interaction of culture, gender, class and
violence.

This section will discuss some suggestions for

future research.
1. The exclusion of Chinese-American women as sub¬
jects did not allow us to learn about their values and
attitudes toward kung-fu movies, acculturation and bicultural identity.

However common-sense observation would

indicate that many Chinese-American women do view these
movies.

Future studies should concentrate on Chinese-

American women.
2. Since the subjects were drawn from the Greater
Boston Metropolitan area, regional differences were not
examined.

A nation-wide study drawing representative

samples from major Chinese-American communities such as
San Francisco, Los Angeles, New York City, etc., should
be conducted.
3. The largely close-ended, multiple-choice question¬
naire used in this study as the primary instrument of re¬
search should be modified into a more open-ended, essaytype which would yield more qualitative data not found
through this study
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^•

The role of kung-fu movies as a possible contrib¬

uting factor to the increase or decrease of criminal violence
in Chinese-American communities should be explored since roost
studies on the role of media violence are derived from re¬
search on American or European films or television shows
(Eysenck & Nias, 1978).
Implications for counseling
The primary purpose of this study has been to explore
the relationship of kung-fu movies to acculturation and
assimilation among Chinese-American males.

Thus our focus

has been to stress the importance of self-image and cultural
forces among Chinese-American males and to facilitate

some

understanding and awareness of the issues facing this group.
Rather than to provide some specific guidelines for counseling,
some general directions for interventions can be suggested.
1.

One is to stress the value of assertiveness, both

in social situations as well as vocational.

This may help

to overcome limitations imposed by a bilingual background,
values emphasizing restraint in verbal expression of strong
feelings, limited communication patterns in the home, and
their isolation for the host society.
2.

Encourage interest in occupations, educational

programs or hobbies that call for some degree of forceful
self-expression, interaction with people (regardless of
race, color or ethnicity), and communication in oral or
written forms.

3.

Encourage involvement in organized activities

that promote institutionalized programs and techniques to
foster a sense of social control, to combat racial dis¬
crimination and to legitimize a bicultural or multi¬
cultural perspective.
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As in the customary practice in most East Asian cultures,
the surname will precede the given name, exceptions will be
made when the Chinese or Asian individual has an AngloAmerican name, as in Bruce Lee.
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CITY OF BOSTON
DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH AND HOSPITALS
6'6 HARE SON

AVENUE

BOSTON. MASSACHUSETTS

U2U-U218

0?il6

Ena Vasquez-Nuttal, Ph.D
106 Washington Street
Newton, Massachusetts 02158
Dear Dr. Vasquez-Nuttalli
I arc writing this letter in my dual capacity as Mr. Henry Junp’s
colleague and research consultant. Since completing my doctoral
thesis on the topic of drinking practices, problem drinking, and
. ..
alcoholism among urban Puerto Rican men, I have been available to
Mr. Jung in his research involving Chinese men.
As you are well aware, Mr. Jung has encountered formidable obstacles
in recruiting subjects. Some of these problems are related to
linguistic barriers (i.e., some potential subjects are fluent in a
dialect in which Mr. Jung is not conversant). Other problems
involve cultural barriers (i.e., many of the potential subjects,
having recently arrived in this country, have not achieved minimal
level of acculturation). Related to this, varying levels of literacy
in both native and English languages have made research virtually
incomprehensible to many potential subjects. Finally, a confluence of
various sociopolitical factors has militated against any type of
self-disclosing behavior.
Many of these men have fled oppressive
regimes with which they dealt by resorting to adaptively paranoiac
defenses. When one adds to this the fact that many of them have
irregular immigration status, it is understandable why self-disclosure
would be anathema.
In my own research, I experienced a great deal of
difficulty recruiting subjects. This caused the sample site to be
reduced from N*100 to N«4o. Because I limited my research to Puerto
Rican men, I was able to recruit this sample. Had I studied other
Hispanic men, I would undoubtedly have encountered difficulties
similar to Mr. Jung's.
I hope this letter will shed some light on thenature of Mr. Jung's
efforts.
I urge you to contact me if you require clarification or
additional information.
Cordialmente,

Pedro Carrido, Ph.D
Staff psychologist
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December 5,

1984

Professor Ena Nuttall
106 Washington Street
Newton Lower Fall, MA 02162

Dear Professor Nuttal:
As you know, Henry Jung has been actively recruiting Chinese male volunteers
in Boston's Chinese community to participate in his survey on Chinese kung-fu
movies.
And despite his enormous efforts at recruitment, few people responded.
Having known and worked with the people in Boston's Chinatown for many years and
helped Henry with his recruitment, I feel that 1 should write you and offer my
opinions on why it was difficult for Henry to get respondents.
A few factors might have accounted for the difficulties:
1) Most of the people whom Henry was trying to recruit are recent immigrants from
Hong Kong, Taiwan, Mainland China and Viet Nam. Many of them might have had
little or no previous experience in doing any kind of survey.
They might have
been unsure of what the purpose of the survey was and why thei^opinions were
needed and their responses documented.
2) Having come from traditional societies, they are not used to volunteer for
anvthing, especially not for a survey which required disclosing of personal
informations such as family background and levels of income.
3) Henry, a professional coming from outside of the community, might have been
seen as an " outsider”, so he was not trusted and his motive was suspected.
I hope these observations would be helpful to your understanding of Henry’s problem.
Should you have any further questions concerning Henry’s efforts at recruitment
in Chinatown, please don’t hesitate to contact me at the Chinese American Civic
Association.

Sincerely yours,

*Tuen Annie Chin
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CHINESE AMERICAN CIVIC ASSOCIATION. INC.
90 TYLER STREET

BOSTON. MA. 02111

Nov.
Professor Ena Nuttal
106 Washington Street
Newton Lower Falls, MA

19,

1984

02162

Dear Professor Nuttal:
1 am writing in regard to Mr. Henry Jung's attempts at recruiting Chinese
males to respond to his questionnaire for his doctoral dissertation
research.
Mr. Jung worked closely with the C.A.C.A. Adult Education Center staff in his
_
attempts to recruit students for interviews on October 30, 1984.
Our staff
of 14 teachers and counselors announced to the students that Henry would be
at CACA on the 30th and was interested in talking to Chinese men.
The teachers
encouraged the students to talk with Henry and also announced that Henry was
willing to pay each student five dollars for his help.
Suprisingly enough, out
of a total student body of 335 students, only eight men expressed an interest
in participating in the interviews.
These results were quite unexpected.
Henry was willing to schedule the interviews
at a convenient time for the students and the students would not have to leave
the building.
Thus, the inconvenience or time commitment does not seem to be
the determining factor.
After talking with the teachers about their conversations
with their students, I tend to think that cultural differences and an
unfamiliarity with surveys might have contributed to the low response.
Students
might also be wary of responding to official questionnaires due to fear of
how the information might be used.
Lack of trust of a 'stranger might also
be a factor.
the fact is that despite e tensive attempts at recruitment
as it may
Be that
arid Mr. Jung, very fev students agreed to participate.
by both the staff
Sincerel
Csydt.

Cynthia f. Gimbert
Education Director
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WANTED: »Paid volun¬
teers - Chinese American
males to respond to brief
survey (doctoral disserta¬
tion) on kung-tu movies $5
paid. Confidential. Call:
Henry Jung 1617] 626-0216
[home]._
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Return
of The
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I am conducting a survey for my doctoral dissertation
at UMass (Amherst) on traditional values and the influence
of kung-fu movies among Chinese-American men.
If you are a Chinese male (U. S. or foreign-born) living
in the Metropolitan Boston area (U. S. citizen or permanent
resident) you may wish to participate in this survey as a
volunteer.

This concise, confidential survey may be completed through
the mail, over the telephone or in a face-to-face interview
depending on your convenience.

If you are a kung-fu movie fan or an occasional viewer you
must have some definite opinions—please let me know.
Thank you.

5.00 will be offered to the respondentin return for a completed questionnaire
as a token of appreciation)

Henry Jung

628-0216

home
(Boston area)

FIITfbF
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PARENTAL RELEASE FOR’-'

I hereby agree to allow my son
.

(print name)

tc pa-ticipate in Mr. Henry Jung’s University oF Massachusett, Amherst
stud* or. Chinese-Arnerican cultural

identity.

(signature)
Parent or Guardian’s na’-’-e

APPENDIX F
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QUESTIONNAIRE

Introduction
We are doing a study on the values that affect the life
situation and ethnic identification of the Chinese-American
male, as we have little knowledge regarding the feelings of
these men.
Your name or address is not required and the entire
questionnaire is confidential.
Your responses will be made
available to the Doctoral Dissertation Committee (composed
of three professors from the University of Massachusetts,
Amherst) as protected information.
This questionnaire is to be completed only by men of
Chinese ancestry who are citizens, natural-born or naturalized;
or by alien residents ("green-card" permit holders) or by
certified refugees.
Foreign students, visitors or those in
#
other classifications are asked not to complete this questionnaire.
This questionnaire is NOT a survey form for the U. S. Bureau
of Census or the Immigration and Naturalization Service.
The first section (Chinese-American Ethnic Identity Scale) is
designed to evaluate your values regarding your life in American
society.
The second section (Cinematic Selection) is desiged to de¬
termine your choice of feature-length movies known as "kung-fu"
movies (Chinese martial arts movies from Hong Kong) as a source
of popular entertainment.
The third section (Personal Data) relates to your background.
Flease if possible, attempt to respond to all questions that
may apply to your situation.
Thank you.
(If you would like a
copy cf the final result of this study, you may put your name and
address on the back of the last page of this questionnaire).
Sincerely^
'

School of Education
University of
/ Massachusetts, Amber:
/ ^
oloc3

\\Ooy*l
Z7
//
/
4i4nry Cuung

^

Phone # (617)

y

62S-0216 Ecstor. area
resident

For the purpose of this questionnaire, the term Chinese-Ar.ericc.ns
refers to Chinese persons who are are U. S. citizens, legal alien
residents or certified refugees.

APPENDIX G

As a working definition for the purpose of this questionnaire,
Chinese martial arts movies (also known as "kung-fu" movies) are
feature length Chinese language "action" movies largely produced
In Kong Kon| studios for world-wide consumption where "empty-handedfi-vting and the use of traditional Chinese weaponry are integral
tc the liS and general story line.
There are essentially three
categories of Chinese martial arts movies:
1.
The sword-fighting variety which takes place in pre-modern or
fChina similar to European knight-errant (King Arthur o.
IlSn'Kood) fiSs.
Because the period lends itself so well the
films tend to abound in fantasy, mysticism ano folklore.
T..
use of traditional weapons such as swords, spears, axe_, e. .,
are c omr.or..
nw'Id west" variety which takes place from a transitional
n^iod frit begins from the end of the 19th century and goes to
♦ v,*- orrf nf V’oT'id* War II.
The popular themes in this variety
*h'. ern" rh ‘sever Pebellion, petty warlords and Japanese mva-ers.
t?e «re“ is or bare-toded5cor.bat, but traditional weapons
k'5.11 aspistols, rifles and automatic weapons are included
^alcostresses bare-handed combat, but
The modern-ca* variety
as well.
The com.rn.on
may induce knives, -^ick
p
^ robberSt gangsters,
3.

themes are spies;,®e^®td^g.Sr.ugglers.
ghetto street g-r.£s M
takes place in hcng r.on&, -iai*<s.n, o
py..^]_Ti nines or Southeast Asia.

The action usua-ly
Korea, the

Chinese-Aserican Ethnic Identity ScaIe(First Section)
30 Questions

tour

Please circle the nar.ber of the answer that best reflects
feelings, beliefs or values.

1.

A good child is obedient to parents and elders.
1
2
3
4
5

.

2

STRONGLY AGREE
AGREE
NEUTRAL
DISAGREE
STRONGLY DISAGREE

Personal desires cone before fanily duty.
1
2
3
4
5

STRONGLY AGREE
AGREE
NEUTRAL
DISAGREE
STRONGLY DISAGREE

3. Chinese-Americans should not openly disagree with each other
when in the presence of Caucasians.
1
2
3
4
5

STRONGLY AGREE
AGREE
NEUTRAL
DISAGREE
STRONGLY DISAGREE

4. Listening to Chinese music (classical) is very pleasxng.
1
2
3
4
5

STRONGLY AGREE
AGREE
NEUTRAL
Di oAur.c.i
STRONGLY DISAGREE

5. A Chinese background prevents delinquency and law-breaking.
1
2
3
4
<;

STRONGLY AGREE
NEUTRAL
DISAGREE
STRONGLY DISAGREE

3
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6.
It is shameful for anyone to be born Chinese rather than
Caucasian in America*
1
2
3
4
3

7.

it

feels

STRONGLY AGREE
AGREE
NEUTRAL
DISAGREE
STRONGLY DISAGREE

comfortable when I am in Chinese neighborhood.
1
2
3
4
3

6.

STRONGLY AGREE
AGREE
NEUTRAL
DISAGREE
STRONGLY DISAGREE

I show my affections easily among family, relatives and

friends.
1
2
3
4
3

STRONGLY AGREE
AGREE
NEUTRAL
DISAGREE
STRONGLY DISAGREE

On

strong discrimination in new
I always have expectations of
and tend to avoid these places.
aces where there are Caucasians
1
2
3
4
5

.

10

STRONGLY AGREE
AGREE
NEUTRAL
DISAGREE
STRONGLY DISAGREE

eldest son’s duty in life is to his parents.
1
2
3
4
3

STRONGLY AGREE
AGREE
NEUTRAL
DISAGREE
STRONGLY DI SAG RE.
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11. Chinese-Americans should retain much of Chinese culture
in their lives.
1
2
3
4
5

12. A wife's career is

STRONGLY AGREE
AGREE
NEUTRAL
DISAGREE
STRONGLY DISAGREE

just as important as the husband's.
1
2
3
4
5

STRONGLY AGREE
AGREE
NEUTRAL
DISAGREE
STRONGLY DISAGREE

13. Chinese-Americans are deprived of their rightful opportunities
tc*be full-pledged American citizens and should protest openly.
1
2
3
4

STRONGLY AGREE
AGREE
NEUTRAL
DISAGREE
STRONGLY DISAGREE

5

l1 2 3 4 5-.

Children may openly question parents' authority.
1
2
3
4
5

STRONGLY AGREE
AGREE
NEUTRAL
DISAGREE
STRONGLY DISAGREE

relationships in IS.
There are warmer and more loyal
Chinese communities than in Caucasian communities.
1

2
3
4
5

STRONGLY AGREE
AGREE
NEUTRAL
DISAGREE
STRONGLY DISAGREE

5
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16.

I tend to favor the women's liberation movement and changes
in traditional sex roles.
1
2
3
4
5

17.

STRONGLY AGREE
AGREE
NEUTRAL
DISAGREE
STRONGLY DISAGREE

I an apt to hide my feelings from others.
1
2
3
4
5

STRONGLY AGREE
AGREE
NEUTRAL
DISAGREE
STRONGLY DISAGREE

13.
It is a shame that Chinese-Americans often do not know
how to speak Chinese.
1
2
3
4
5

19.

STRONGLY AGREE
AGREE
NEUTRAL
DISAGREE
STRONGLY DISAGREE

Housework and child-rearing should be the main responsibility

cf women.
1
2
3
4
5

STRONGLY AGREE
A
NEUTRAL
DISAGREE
STRONGLY DISAGREE

.

It is all richt for a man to express doubt, disappoint::,
20
need for love and"tenderness in front of his children.
1
2
3

4
5

STRONGLY AGREE
AGREE
NEUTRAL
DISAGREE
STRONGLY DISAGREE

L
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5

feel ?° s*ron€ cultural attachments to China, Taiwan, Hong Kong
or other parts of Asia.
•
1
2
3
4
5

STRONGLY AGREE
AGREE
NEUTRAL
DISAGREE
STRONGLY DISAGREE

22.
I feel a strong need to promote Chinese culture among ChineseAmerican children.

1 STRONGLY AGREE
2 AGREE
3 NEUTRAL
4 DISAGREE
3 STRONGLY DISAGREE
2^.

The husband should make the main decisions in a marriaee.
1
2
3
4
5

STRONGLY AGREE
AGREE
NEUTRAL
DISAGREE
STRONGLY DISAGREE

I am. more uncomfortable with Caucasians than with Chinese.
1
2
3
4
5

25.

It is permissible for a man to cry in front of his wife.
1
2
3
4
5

•1 M

STRONGLY AGREE
AGREE
NEUTRAL
DISAGREE
STRONGLY DISAGREE

STRONGLY AGREE
AGREE
NEUTRAL
DISAGREE
STRONGLY DISAGREE

i.

I tend to rely on relatives and family associations for help
ather than public agencies.
1
2
3

STRONGLY AGREE
AGREE
NEUTRAL_

5 STRONGLY DISAGREE

-7
/
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27.

Chinese-Americans should only date Chinese-Air.ericans.
1
2
3
4
5

STRONGLY AGREE
AGREE
NEUTRAL
DISAGREE
STRONGLY DISAGREE

25.
A man should not marry a woman who has had many boyfriends
in the past.
1
2
3
4
5

STRONGLY AGREE
AGREE
NEUTRAL
DISAGREE
STRONGLY DISAGREE

I prefer Chinese movies over American or European movies.
1
2
3
4
5

30.

STRONGLY AGREE
AGREE
NEUTRAL
DISAGREE
STRONGLY DISAGREE

Daughters should not be given as much freedom anc inaepender.ee

as sons.
1
2
3
4
3

STRONGLY AGREE
AGREE
NEUTRAL
DISAGREE
STRONGLY DISAGREE
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(Second Section)

Kung-Fu Movie Viewing Patterns

Cinematic

Selection
Part I

10 Questions

Instructions:

Please answer the following questions by
circling, the number of your answer.

1.
In general, approximately how frequen^ do yau^watch^ung-fu
theater, on viaeo ua==><= >.
movies'’
This may be at a movie tr.eaxer,
(Circle the number of your answer)
cable TV or local /network TV,

ONCE EVERY 6 MONTHS OR LESS
2-1 TIMES EVERY 6 MONTHS
4-5 TIMES EVERY 6 MONTHS
ONCE EVERY MONTH.
2-3 TIMES EVERY MONTH
ONCE A WEEK
2-3 TIMES A WEEK
MORE THAN 3 TIMES A WEEK

1

?
3

4
5
6
7

8

2.

Ar.on* CMnese-Ajerloans

kung-fu movies the most?

3.

in

opinion

watcr.es

^circle
1

MALES

2

FEMALES

vftat is your level of oral fluency in English’(Circle n^Oer

of answer)
GOOD to EXCELLENT
FAIR
POOR
NONE

1
2
3

4
4.

Kr.at is your level of oral fluency in Kandarir.v

(circle nuzler

of answer)
1
2
3
ji

c,, What is your level of
ircle number of answer)
(C

1

L
3
4

GOOD to EXCELLENT
FAIR
POOF.
wnM*

oral fluency in

GOOD
POOR
NONE

Cantonese/Toishanese?

to EXCELLENT

Instructions:
Put the alphabet of your answer in each of the
following categories:
"Most frequently watched"
"Second most
frequently watched" and "Third most frequently watched".
A
B
C

FEUDAL/SWORD-PLAY VARIETY
WILD WEST/TRANSITIONAL VARIETY
MODERN VARIETY

EXAMPLE of this:
Most frequently watched
£

Second most frequently watched

AThird most frequently watched

6.

What language or dialect version do you_usually watch
kung-fu movies?
(Place alphabet of answer in following
categories)
A
B
C

MANDARIN VERSION
CANTONESE VERSION
ENGLISH-DUBBED VERSION
Most frequently watched
Second most frequently watched
Third most frequently watched

?.
Where do you usually watch kung-fu movies?
of answer in the following categories)

(Place alphabet

MOVIE THEATER
VIDEO CASSETTE
CA3LE or NETWORK/LOCAL NETi'.ORn ^
Most frequently watched
Second most frequently watches
Third most frequently watched

132

fi.
How frequently do you watch the type of kung-fu movies
contained in the choices given?
(Place alphabet of answer in
the following categories)
A
B
C

FEUDAL/SWORD-PLAY VARIETY
WILD WEST/TRANSITIONAL VARIETY
MODERN VARIETY
Most frequently watched
Second most frequently watched
_Third most frequently watched

9.
In your opinion, which age group among Chinese-Americans
watches kung-fu movies the most by frequency?
(Place alphabet
of answer in the following categories)

A
B
C

0-17 YEARS OF AGE
18-45 YEARS OF AGE
46 or more YEARS OF AGE
Most frequently watched
Second most frequently watched
Third most frequently watched

in your opinion, which socio-economic class among ChineseAmericans watch kung-fu movies the most by frequency?
(Place
alphabet of answer in the following categories)
A
B
C

UPPER CLASS
MIDDLE CLASS
LOWER CLASS
Most frequently watched
Second most frequently watched
Third most frequently watched

II
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21 Statements

Instructions:
In the following section there will be 21 statement
made about kung-fu movies.
Each statement will have five response
Please circle the number of the answer that best reflects your
feelings among the five responses.

in in

Part II

1. Ky immediate family (father, mother, brothers and sisters) generally
approves of my watching kung-fu movies.
1
2
3
4
5

STRONGLY AGREE
AGREE
NEUTRAL
DISAGREE
STRONGLY DISAGREE

2. Ky relatives

approve

(uncles, aunts, cousins, grandparents) generally
of my watching kung-fu movies.
1
2
3
4
5

STRONGLY AGREE
AGREE
NEUTRAL
DISAGREE
STRONGLY DISAGREE

3. Ky friends generally approve of my watching kung-fu movies.
1
2
3
4
5

STRONGLY AGREE
AGREE
NEUTRAL
DISAGREE
STRONGLY DISAGREE

4. The masculine role of the typical kung-fu movie hero is
generally positive in its influence on the audience.
.1
2
3
4
5

STRONGLY AGREE
AGREE
NEUTRAL
DISAGREE
STRONGLY DISAGREE
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5.
The feminine role of the typical kung-fu movie heroine is
generally positive in its influence on the audience.
1
2
3
4
5

STRONGLY AGREE
AGREE
NEUTRAL
DISAGREE
STRONGLY DISAGREE

6 Kung-fu movies generally take positive stance against

racial-ethnic discrimination towards Chinese peopl
1
2
3
4
5

7.

.

STRONGLY AGREE
AGREE
NEUTRAL
DISAGREE
STRONGLY DISAGREE

Kung-fu movies generally contribute to cultural pride and

community unity.
1
2

8.

Kung-fu movies
many people in the
English.

STRONGLY AGREE
AGREE

Lre popular among Chinese-Americans because
uSilme have language difficulties with

1
2

3

4

5
9.
Kung-fu movies
Americans.

STRONGLY AGREE
AGREE •
NEUTRAL
DISAGREE
STRONGLY DISAGREE

produce good role m

1
2

3

4

3

odels for young Chinese-

STRONGLY AGREE
AGREE
NEUTRAL
DISAGREE
STRONGLY DISAGREE

n
~>
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10.
Kung-fu movies stress character-development and selfdiscipline .
1
2
3
4
5

STRONGLY AGREE
AGREE
NEUTRAL
DISAGREE
STRONGLY DISAGREE

11.
Kung-fu movies take a”positive stance generally against
illegal
drug-dealing and drug addiction.
1
2
3
4
5

STRONGLY AGREE
AGREE
NEUTRAL
DISAGREE
STRONGLY DISAGREE

12.
Kung-fu movies encourage physical fitness and respect for
traditional Chinese medicine.
1
2
3
4

STRONGLY AGREE
AGREE
NEUTRAL
DISAGREE
STRONGLY DISAGREE

5

13. Kung-fu movies generally take a strong stance against
business fraud and commercial exploitation of others.
1
2
3
4
5

STRONGLY AGREE
AGREE
NEUTRAL
DISAGPEE
STRONGLY DISAGREE

14
Kung-fu movies generally take a strong stance against the
kidnapping or deceiving of women for the purposes of prostitution.
1

2
3
4
5

STRONGLY AGREE
AGREE
NEUTRAL
DISAGREE
STRONGLY DISAGREE

1*
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15.
Kung-fu movies generally encourage respect for family, parents
and elders in terms of loyalty, support and mutual aid.
1
2
3
4
5

STRONGLY AGREE
AGREE
NEUTRAL
DISAGREE
STRONGLY DISAGREE

16.
Kung-fu movies generally take a strong stance against organized
crime (gangsterism), juvenile delinquency and street crime.
1
2
3
4
5

STRONGLY AGREE
AGREE
NEUTRAL
DISAGREE
STRONGLY DISAGREE

1?.
Kung-fu movies provide a positive alternative to the usual
portrayal of Chinese found in American or European movies.
1
2
3
4
5

STRONGLY AGREE
AGREE
NEUTRAL
DISAGREE
STRONGLY DISAGREE

15.
Kung-fu movies generally take a strong stance against excessive
gambling.
1
2
3
4
5

STRONGLY AGREE
AGREE
NEUTRAL
DISAGREE
STRONGLY DISAGREE

19.
Kung-fu movies generally take a strong stance against sexual
assault on women.
1
2
3
4
5

STRONGLY AGREE
AGREE
NEUTRAL
DISAGREE
STRONGLY DI-AC-r—~

15
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20.
Kung-fu movies generally encourage a respectful attitude
towards religious beliefs of others.
1
2
3
4
5

21.

STRONGLY AGREE
AGREE
NEUTRAL
DISAGREE
STRONGLY DISAGREE

y.any if not most Chinese-Americans regard Bruce Lee

a major cultural hero.

1
2
3
4
5

End

STRONGLY AGREE
AGREE
NEUTRAL
DISAGREE
STRONGLY DISAGREE

of Cinematic Selection
Section

as
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Personal Data (24 Questions)

1.

(Third Section)

How long have you lived in the United States?
YEARS_
MONTHS_

2.

Your present age:_YEARS

3.

Where were you born?
TOWN OR CITY_
STATE OR PROVINCE_
C OUNT RY_

4.

Have you spent most of your life in this country?
(Circle number of your answer)
1

NO

2

YES

If answer is NO, please indicate where else and for how
long you have lived for most of your life:
YEARS
COUNTRY,
•a

COUNTRY

YEARS_
MONTHS

5.

Your present marital status'5

(Circle number)

1

NEVER MARRIED

2

MARRIED

3

DIVORCED

4

SEPARATED

5

WIDOWED

1
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Number of children you have in each age group.
(If none, write "0")
Number of children
_UNDER 3 YEARS OF AGE
_4 TO 6
_7 TO 9
_10 TO 12
Did you serve in the armed forces,
foreign?
(Circle number)

either U. S.

or

1

NO

2

YES...Year entered_
Year discharged_
C ountry_

Are you presently:

(Circle number)
1

EMPLOYED & ATTENDING SCHOOL

2

EMPLOYED & NOT ATTENDING SCHOOL

3

UNEMPLOYED & ATTENDING SCHOOL

4

UNEMPLOYED & NOT ATTENDING SCHOOL

If you are employed or have been employed in the recent past,
please describe your usual occupation:
TITLE:__
KIND OF WORK YOU DO:_
KIND OF COMPANY OR BUSINESS:

140

10. What was your approximate personal income from all sources
(such as salaries, wages, profits, dividents, interests and
so on) before taxes in 1982?
(Circle number)
1

LESS THAN $3,000

2

3,000 TO 4,999

3

5.000 TO 6,999

4

7,000 TO 9,999

5

10,000 TO 12,999

6

13,000 TO 15,999

7

16,000 TO 19,999

8

OVER $20,000

11. Which is the highest level of education that you have
completed?
(Circle number)
1

NO FORMAL EDUCATION

2

SOME GRADE SCHOOL

3

COMPLETED GRADE SCHOOL

4

SOME HIGH (SECONDARY) SCHOOL '

5

COMPLETED HIGH (SECONDARY) SCHOOL

6

SOME COLLEGE

7

COMPLETED COLLEGE (specify major)

8

SOME GRADUATE WORK

9

A GRADUATE DEGREE
(specify degree and major)_

12. Are you currently involved in any training program or
schooling?
(Circle number)
1

NO

2

YES

If answer is YES, what type of training or schooling
(specify)?_____

IH

4

i3-

electrician’s license^

(Circle number)

1

NO

2

YES

If answer is YES. please describe:-

14.

What is year career goal or vocational aspiration?
Please describe:

What has been your father’s (male guardian) usual
15.

occupation?
Please describe:

.

16

What has been your mother’s (female guardian) usual
occupation?
Please describe:„

17.

M

level of education that your parents

forVe^ guards) have completed?
(Circle Humber of One Choice in Each Col.n)
father

mother
NO FORMAL EDUCATION

1

SOME GRADE SCHOOL

2

COMPLETED GRADE SCHOOL

3

SOME HICH (SECONDAM) SC“°‘V

4

COMPLETED HIGH (SECONDABT) SCHOOu

5

SOME COLLEGE

6

COMPLETED COLLEGE

7

SOME GRADUATE WORK

B

graduate degree

9
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18

Have you traveled to or have lived in China, Taiwan, Hong Kong
or other parts of Asia?
(Circle number)

19.

1

YES

2

NO

What is your religious preference?
(Circle number)
1 PROTESTANT

20.

(specify denomination)

2

CATHOLIC

3

BUDDHIST

4

OTHER...(specify)-

5

NONE

Which do you consider yourself to he?

(Circle n^her)

1

REPUBLICAN

2

DEMOCRAT

3

INDEPENDENT

4

OTHER...(specify)-

£1
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21.

Which of these best describes your usual stand on
political issues?
(Circle number)
1

CONSERVATIVE

2

MIDDLE OF THE ROAD

3

LIBERAL

4

SOCIALIST or COMMUNIST

5

OTHER...(specify)_

22 Do you think of yourself as essentially a Chinese-, an
American; a Chinese-American, or what other designation.
(Circle number)
1

CHINESE

2

AMERICAN

3

CHINESE-AMERICAN

4

OTHER.. .(specify),

23 Have you ever studied the martial arts (Chinese kung-fu,
Japanese karate, Korean tae-kwon-do, etc.)?
(Circle matter)
1 NO
2 YES
If answer is YES, for approximately how long:
YEARS
MONTHS
24 Have you ever attended a martial arts tournament, demonstration
or seiinar either as a participant or spectator?
(Circle
number)

j,

N0

2

YES

If answer is YES, on the average how often do you attend(Circle number)

^

0NCE A year OR LESS

2

2-3 TIMES A YEAR

3

MORE THAN 3 TIMES A YEAR

22

